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ABSTRACT
This dissertation introduces FARCOM (Fortran Adaptive Refiner for Cartesian Or-
thogonal Meshes), a new general library for adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) based
on an unstructured hexahedral mesh framework. As a result of the underlying un-
structured formulation, the refinement and coarsening operators of the library oper-
ate on a single-cell basis and perform in-situ replacement of old mesh elements. This
approach allows for h-refinement without the memory and computational expense
of calculating masked coarse grid cells, as is done in traditional patch-based AMR
approaches, and enables unstructured flow solvers to have access to the automated
domain generation capabilities usually only found in tree AMR formulations.
The library is written to let the user determine where to refine and coarsen through
custom refinement selector functions for static mesh generation and dynamic mesh
refinement, and can handle smooth fields (such as level sets) or localized markers
(e.g. density gradients). The library was parallelized with the use of the Zoltan graph-
partitioning library, which provides interfaces to both a graph partitioner (PT-Scotch)
and a partitioner based on Hilbert space-filling curves. The partitioned adjacency
graph, mesh data, and solution variable data is then packed and distributed across
all MPI ranks in the simulation, which then regenerate the mesh, generate domain
decomposition ghost cells, and create communication caches.
Scalability runs were performed using a Leveque wave propagation scheme for
solving the Euler equations. The results of simulations on up to 1536 cores indicate
that the parallel performance is highly dependent on the graph partitioner being used,
and differences between the partitioners were analyzed. FARCOM is found to have
better performance if each MPI rank has more than 60,000 cells.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
The advent of scientific computing allows modern-day researchers to approach, sim-
ulate and study natural phenomena in ways that were considered intractable in the
not-too-distant past. This increased usage of numerical models relies on a variety of
factors, but generally is based on a) more complex analytical models that take into
account more physical properties of the process being simulated; or b) the assimilation
of immense amounts of data into the simulation. However, be it through adding more
physics or more data, a common thread in the improvements in scientific modeling is
that ever-growing amounts of computing power are required to increase the quality
of the simulation results.
In the past, the requirement in computational power demanded had been met
by an equal increase in computational power supplied (Strohmaier and Meuer, 2004;
Meuer, 2008). In high-performance computing (HPC) applications—such as most
models of current scientific interest—the growth in the computational power in com-
puting clusters used to follow a exponential growth relationship that exceeded even
the one prescribed by Moore’s Law (Meuer, 2008). However, since 2013, the growth
rate of the top-end high-performance computing resources has decreased, as HPC
clusters are kept in commission for longer times (Strohmaier, 2018), and voltage,
power and heat dissipation constraints make further CMOS miniaturization difficult
and costly (Theis and Wong, 2017).
In light of the declining growth of computing power, it is desirable to make the
numerical models execute as efficiently as possible, particularly when the execution
time of a program directly determines the program’s monetary cost. As such, smart
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algorithms that allow for a reduction in computational time are still an area of con-
siderable research in computational science.
This dissertation will present work performed on a new adaptive mesh refinement
(AMR) library based on the Cartesian unstructured approach. AMR is a technique
that allows for the reduction in computational cost of a simulation by restricting
the use of small grid cells only to regions where a problem needs higher resolution.
Chapter 2 presents the background and relevant literature about adaptive mesh re-
finement, and Chapters 3–5 provide a detailed technical description of the new AMR
library. Chapter 6 describes four of many potential applications of the FARCOM code
base, which range from complex mesh generation based on terrain to multi-phase
flow simulations using diffusive interface tracking. Chapter 7 describes the results of
scalability studies done in a compressible flow framework based on wave propagation,
while Chapter 8 provides concluding remarks.
2
Chapter 2
ADAPTIVE MESH REFINEMENT
2.1 Background
The principal governing equations in fluid dynamics are the Navier-Stokes equa-
tions, a set of non-linear partial differential equations with no known general solution.
Since there are only about 50 known particular analytical solutions to the Navier-
Stokes equations—and these solutions usually represent highly idealized flow sce-
narios (Wang, 1991)—solutions to fluid mechanics problems of practical engineering
interest require the application of numerical solution techniques requiring substantial
computing power.
A common way of resolving small features of a macroscopic flow is to increase the
grid resolution of the discretized domain. This approach translates into an increase in
computational cost that is proportional to the increase in grid elements. As such, due
to the importance of small-scale variations in important fluid dynamics phenomena
such as boundary-layer turbulence and shock wave propagation, it is necessary to
find methods of moderating the increase in expense while capturing ever-finer details
about the flow under study.
Adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) is a technique that dynamically increases the
resolution of a discretized domain grid only in regions in which the flow properties are
of considerable interest, or where they require additional precision. AMR techniques
are specially valuable in cases where physical phenomena of importance are concen-
trated in localized regions, such as in mantle convection and tsunami propagation
(Burstedde et al., 2009; LeVeque et al., 2011); on the other hand, AMR is of lim-
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ited value in situations where multi-scale physics are prevalent throughout the entire
computational domain, such as in homogenous isotropic turbulence simulations.
For example, consider the domain in Fig. 2.1: In order to resolve the ”kink” in the
curve, one would need to use a smaller mesh than the one originally used. However,
increasing the amount of cells homogeneously in the entire domain increases the
compute time of the simulation, and in some cases this effect could be dramatic.
Thus, an ideal approach would be to only refine the mesh in the neighborhood of the
curve, as shown in the bottom right of Fig. 2.1, which would resolve the kink. The
procedure of increasing the quality of the numerical approximation to the governing
equations by shrinking the size of the computational cell while keeping the numerical
model constant is called h-refinement, and is the primary focus of this chapter.
In cases where there is a feature that moves across the computational domain,
it is also important to be able to locally reduce the resolution of a grid–that is, to
coarsen the grid–in regions where the solution field is relatively constant, and where it
is feasible to perform the coarsening operation without the loss of important details.
Refinement and coarsening of adaptive meshes can be applied in regions of the flow
located near surfaces or that surround shocks and contact discontinuities; in high vor-
ticity, high pressure gradient, or high velocity gradient regions; in regions surrounding
the boundary of particles being tracked; in regions where interfaces of multi-phase
flows are found; or in any region meeting a user-specified selection criterion.
While the computational savings obtained from the application of adaptive meshes
to a problem is highly dependent on the properties of the problem itself (Calder et al.,
2000), it can drastically reduce the wall time of a program.
The drastic difference in the size of the computational domain makes AMR meth-
ods an attractive idea to apply to computational fluid dynamic problems. In fact,
as the Proceedings of the Chicago Workshop on Adaptive Mesh Refinement Meth-
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Figure 2.1: Sample solution domain undergoing adaptive mesh refinement. Top left:
Initial solution domain. Top right: A two-dimensional coarse mesh, with cells cut by a
surface immersed in the domain highlighted. The resolution of the mesh is insufficient
to resolve the curve in the surface. Bottom left: The same mesh, but refined further.
The mesh’s refinement level allows details of the surface to be resolved that were not
observable in the coarse mesh. Bottom right: Same mesh, but adaptively refined
this time. The mesh can resolve the same level of surface detail as the fine mesh—
including being able to resolve the kink in the surface—while still having a reduced
cell count.
ods state, ”For a number of scientific applications AMR techniques have become a
method of choice while in others, a method of necessity” (Olson and MacNeice, 2003).
However, AMR is not without overhead; checking the refinement criteria may be a
time-consuming operation, depending on the complexity of the criteria; in parallel
computers, depending on the properties of the flow, some processors may possess
regions that require more refinement than others, causing load-balancing and data
locality concerns. The evolution of the flow field may cause large load imbalances
that trigger frequent redistribution of data, which in turn increases the code’s inter-
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processor communication times. As such, it is possible that for some problems, AMR
slows execution, instead of decreasing the wall time (Calder et al., 2000).
2.2 Approaches to AMR
There are several common algorithms used for adaptive meshing, each with dif-
ferent advantages and limitations. The selection of method is heavily dependent
on the kind of computational grid being used; structured grids—that is, grids that
can be aligned with coordinate system indices—accept some kinds of methods, while
unstructured meshes do not.
2.2.1 Patch-Based AMR
This adaptive mesh refinement method, also known as block-based AMR, is used
to refine sections of a mesh with an underlying access structure, such as the Cartesian
mesh showed in the previous example. The block-based AMR method was introduced
in seminal work by Berger and Oliger (1984), and is the most common method of
AMR currently employed; it is in widespread use, from fluid mechanics to magneto-
hydronamics in astrophysics. (Calder et al., 2000). There are many libraries available
for public use, which include DAGH, SAMRAI, AMR++, GeoClaw, Chombo, PARAMESH, and
FLASH, among many others (Calder et al., 2000; Parashar et al., 2000; Quinlan, 2000;
LeVeque et al., 2011; Gunney et al., 2006; Fryxell et al., 2000). Dubey et al. (2014)
have made a detailed survey of the mature AMR implementations that use the patch-
based approach and their parallel performance, with several of the codes scaling up
to 100,000-500,000 cores in cluster-based massively parallel computing architectures.
An example of a simple block-based refined grid is shown in Fig. 2.2. Two refine-
ment levels can be observed in the picture; the grey cells are the cells being refined
and interpolated into the fine grid above. The solver iterates over the fine-cell block
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Figure 2.2: Block-based AMR mesh. The grey cells are the cells to be refined; the
red cells are guard cells required for numerical purposes.
first, then averages the values back to the coarse grid, where the coarser white cells
utilize the extrapolated values during their own calculations (Vanella et al., 2010).
The red cells are guard cells that the fine grid requires in order to apply its numerical
method, and typically vary from one to three in each direction, depending on the
stencil of the approximation done by the method.
The main drawback with block-based adaptive mesh schemes is posed by the guard
cells; their number may, in some cases, exceed the number of real computational cells
in the refined sub-meshes, which drastically increases the code’s memory usage. If
there are ng guard cells surrounding a n x n x n domain in each direction, and the
guard cells are needed only across exterior faces of the fine grid, the number of guard
cells increases as 6n2ng; if edges and vertex ghost cells are needed, then the number of
ghost cells grows even more rapidly, with 6n2ng + 12n
2
gn+ 8n
3
g needed in the domain.
Depending on the size of the block and the solver algorithm, the number of guard
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cells may be rather substantial, and the severity of the performance penalty becomes
more severe as block sizes shrink.
For a small region of interest, the cost of ghost cells completely overwhelms the
solution. If a numerical method needing three ghost cell layers–such as a fifth-order
WENO scheme–were to be solved on a 3x3x3 refined block, the number of cells in
the block would increase from 27 to 189 cells if ghost cells are needed only across cell
faces, or up to 729 cells in the worst case scenario where edge and vertex ghost cells
are needed. This small block has a performance penalty ranging from 700–2700% for
simply needing enough ghost cells to use a high-order numerical method. In order to
make the ghost cell cost more palatable, either the size of the block must be increased–
which results in solving areas of the domain at unneeded levels of resolution–or the
refined block must be discarded, which defeats the purpose of having mesh refinement
in the first place.
This problem is exacerbated by the requirement of having to propagate the solu-
tion obtained in the block at the finest refinement level ”downward,” through every
intermediate level, and all the way to the base grid. Even in formulations that only
propagate the solution in cells adjacent to finer block cells, this cost is still substantial
(Calder et al., 2000).
2.2.2 Structured Tree AMR
The structured tree AMR approach is similar to the block AMR method in that it
superposes finer grids on top of coarser cells; however, its main distinguishing charac-
teristic is that it uses tree data structures to retain knowledge of the full refinement
history of the computational mesh in memory at all times. Originally introduced
by Young et al. (1991), the structured tree AMR approach typically uses hexahedral
meshes–which are generally more accurate than tetrahedral meshes–and can pro-
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duce very flexible adaptability. Multiple mature tree AMR libraries exist, such as
Gerris/Basilisk (Popinet, 2003) and Octor (Tu et al., 2005), among others. Of
note is the p4est library by Burstedde et al. (2011), which has shown an ability to
adaptively refine upwards of 600 billion cells while being able to scale up to 1.5 million
cores (Rudi et al., 2015).
Each cell in the computational domain is represented by a quadtree (2D) or octree
(3D) object containing a reference to the parent coarse cell, and up to eight pointers
to child nodes that correspond to the octants that would be created by bisecting this
cell (Tu et al., 2005). The coarsest cell of the computational domain is also referred
as the root node, while all octrees without child cells (i.e. that comprise the local
maximum refinement level) are also referred to as leaf nodes (Popinet, 2003).
Structured tree AMR codes operate directly on all cells, instead of operating on
cell blocks (Popinet, 2003). As such, the meshes generated through tree AMR are
particularly well suited for multi-grid numerical methods, with multi-grid tree AMR
implementations scaling into the thousands of processors (Sampath et al., 2008). An
example of a structured tree AMR operation is shown in Fig. 2.3.
Refinement and coarsening operations are very simple under the tree methodol-
ogy, as refinement only requires the allocation and linking of the new eight leaf nodes;
likewise, coarsening just requires deallocating the leaf nodes. Consequently, the re-
finement operations can be localized to a single cell only, eliminating the guard-cell
memory problem inherent in the block-based AMR method. However, the tree stor-
age structure also increases the difficulty in storing and accessing neighboring cell
information. While links to neighboring octrees can be efficiently linked with 6 face
pointers per octree (Burstedde et al., 2011), there is no guarantee that the neighboring
octrees are leaf nodes (i.e. that they are the most refined cell at this position).
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Figure 2.3: Structured tree-based AMR in two dimensions. The grey cell is to be
refined into the light gray quadtree; the darker grey cells are refined even further.
Parallelization of the structured tree AMR data structures is often done using a
”forest of octrees” approach. In a forest of trees, the domain is initially decomposed
with several root nodes that comprise only a portion of the computational domain.
Furthermore, the leaf nodes for all root octrees are encoded by passing their (x, y, z)
position to a space-filling curve function, such as those proposed by Morton (1966)
(used in p4est, (Burstedde et al., 2011)) or Hilbert (1891) (used in the Zoltan graph
partitioning library, (Devine et al., 2002)). The space-filling function creates an inher-
ent sorting of the mesh; as long as the function retains a reasonable degree of locality,
this order can be used to directly distribute the octrees based on their encoded po-
sitions. It is also possible to decompose based on the root nodes directly, such as is
done in Agbaglah et al. (2011), but this tends to limit scalability to approximately
512 processors.
Recent work done independently by Calhoun and Burstedde (2017) in ForestClaw
and by Schornbaum and Ru¨de (2016) for the WaLBerla code base is blurring the
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distinction between the two structured AMR formulations. In these codes, individual
patches containing groups of cells at the same refinement level are treated as a single
leaf node, and then they are load balanced using the space-filling curve approach used
with octree data structures. WaLBerla scales to over 450,000 cores and 3.7 trillion
cells (Schornbaum and Ru¨de, 2018), while ForestClaw shows scalability to 65,000
cores (Calhoun and Burstedde, 2017). However, this ”forest of patches” framework
suffers from the same guard cell penalties as block-based AMR, and loses the single-
cell granularity that pure octrees can provide.
2.2.3 Unstructured Tetrahedral AMR
This kind of AMR is used when the computational grid is based on triangular (2D)
or tetrahedral (3D) elements, and is well suited for problems that are based off CAD
models, due to the extensive theory on unstructured tetrahedral meshes produced by
the solid mechanics community. Thus, tetrahedral AMR is primarily used for flows
around bodies with complex or irregular surface boundaries, such as those found in
jet engines and combustors. Some automatically generated meshes using this method
can be sufficiently complex to approximate a whole vehicle (Lo¨hner, 1997). A simple
example of a tetrahedral mesh is shown in Fig. 2.4.
Tetrahedral meshes are more flexible in describing the surfaces of bodies with
curvilinear regions, and are able to produce body-conforming meshes, an ability that is
not as well developed in other types of meshing algorithms. However, that advantage
is offset by the increased number of grid points that are necessary for tetrahedral-
based solutions to approximate the accuracy of the solutions based on hexahedral
(cubic) meshes.
Tetrahedral meshes are easy to parallelize using domain-partitioning libraries such
as METIS and ParMETIS (Karypis et al., 1997), although Burstedde and Holke (2016)
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Figure 2.4: Unstructured tetrahedral AMR mesh. The gray line is the boundary
to be approximated; the region in red is the region that just underwent a refinement
operation.
have developed alternative load balancing approaches that extend the space-filling
curve methodology adopted by structured tree AMR codes to unstructured tetra-
hedral meshes. Codes that use unstructured tetrahedral elements for AMR include
libMesh (Kirk et al., 2006), PYRAMID (Norton et al., 2001) and ParFUM (Lawlor et al.,
2006). Modest scalability can be seen with libMesh on up to 32,000 processors (Kong
et al., 2018).
A considerable drawback of unstructured methods is that they consume large
amounts of indirect memory referencing, due to the lack of an underlying access
structure, which causes large memory overheads and a poor cache-hit ratio. Addi-
tionally, the generation of tetrahedral meshes is a non-trivial process that can take
considerable amounts of time by itself. Finally, tetrahedral meshes tend to produce
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lower-accuracy numerical solutions and require approximately double the storage of
hexahedral meshes with the same cell counts, and cannot be refined anisotropically
without impacting mesh quality (Biswas and Strawn, 1998).
2.2.4 Unstructured Cartesian AMR
The unstructured Cartesian AMR approach, as explored by Ham et al. (2002) to
solve the Navier-Stokes equations, can be considered a combination of the methods
described above. This method is similar in concept to structured tree AMR in that
cells are bisected, but it does not store the full octree of parent cell data that is
required by tree storage structures. Instead, the refined grid cells replace the pre-
existing coarse cell, as is done in tetrahedral AMR. This approach mandates the use
of an unstructured mesh, but produces hexahedral cells, which produce more accurate
numerical solutions than a tetrahedral mesh with the same element count (Biswas and
Strawn, 1998). Additionally, this approach bypasses the guard-cell problem faced by
the block-based AMR method. An example of a mesh refined using this approach is
shown in Fig. 2.5.
A drawback of the method is that when compared to structured meshes, unstruc-
tured Cartesian AMR requires additional memory storage to store the adjacency
graph of each cell. However, at least for hydrodynamic simulations, the amount of
memory dedicated to the mesh is relatively small when compared to the amount of
storage needed for solution variables.
On the other hand, unlike structured tree AMR, it is not necessary to store the
entire refinement history of a refined cell. Additionally, the recursive calculations
needed to traverse the structured tree to find the leaf nodes adjacent to a cell are
slow when compared to the direct neighboring cell lookups available in unstructured
Cartesian meshes (Ham et al., 2002). Moreover, in problems where the flow vol-
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Figure 2.5: Unstructured Cartesian AMR in two dimensions. The grey cells have
replaced coarser white cells; the darker grey cells are refined even further.
ume is relatively small compared to the initial mesh–such as in cardiovascular flows–
unstructured meshes allow for the removal of unneeded cells, a capability missing
in structured AMR libraries. As a result, unstructured meshes are an attractive
alternative to block- and tree-based AMR.
The unstructured Cartesian AMR method is easy to parallelize, as the data struc-
ture can be readily decomposed since there are no parent cells that need to be trans-
mitted to other processors alongside active cell data. Additionally, the adjacency
matrix of the domain can be represented using a two- or three-array compressed
sparse row (CSR) data structure (Eijkhout, 1992) such as the one shown in Fig. 2.6.
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Figure 2.6: Compressed sparse row data structure for Cartesian AMR. The light
gray cells correspond to values for cell #0; the red values correspond to cell #1.
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Chapter 3
FARCOM: THE FORTRAN ADAPTIVE REFINER FOR CARTESIAN
ORTHOGONAL MESHES
3.1 Introduction
A new meshing library was developed in order to apply the benefits of the unstruc-
tured Cartesian AMR approach. This library, called the Fortran Adaptive Refiner
for Cartesian Orthogonal Meshes (FARCOM) produces a fully unstructured mesh in
three dimensions, and supports co-located cell-centered, and staggered face-centered
solution variable storage for use with finite volume and finite element flow solvers.
The library has been developed from scratch with extensibility in mind, and thus
makes heavy use of object-oriented features of Fortran 2003, such as derived data
types, procedure pointers and type-bound overloaded operators. The FARCOM library
is open-source software, and is licensed under the GNU General Public License, ver-
sion 2 or later. The library can be downloaded from multiphase.asu.edu.
The main motivation behind the library is to extend the high granularity of auto-
mated mesh generation in structured tree AMR to unstructured flow solvers. While
FARCOM has been crafted with fluid dynamics as the primary application, the library
has been designed to be extensible to other areas of study. Solution variables can be
registered with the library using the register variable() and refresh variable()
library API calls, which allow FARCOM to correctly handle them during refinement,
coarsening, ghost cell updates and load balancing.
FARCOM is for the most part a standalone library. The only external dependency
in FARCOM is the Zoltan parallel graph-partitioning library (Devine et al., 2002) as
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part of the Trilinos project. Zoltan acts as an intermediate abstraction layer that
allows other partitioners to be hot-swapped without substantial modifications in the
calling code, which allows FARCOM to switch partitioners by changing a single line in
the user-provided input file. Version 4.0.1 of the ParMETIS library by Karypis et al.
(1997), version 6.0.4 of the PT-Scotch Chevalier and Pellegrini (2008) and Zoltan’s
built-in Hilbert space-filling curve partitioners were tested with FARCOM. Differences
in the performance of each library are discussed in Section 7.3.1.
When compared with existing AMR code bases, the FARCOM library is most similar
to an isotropic form of the work done by Ham et al. (2002). However, their Cartesian
AMR capabilities are not provided in the form of an extensible library framework,
and parallel performance of their AMR framework is not publicly disclosed.
Section 3.2 of this chapter describes the fundamental data structures of the code.
The atomic refinement and atomic coarsening operations for individual cells are de-
scribed in detail in sections 3.3 and 3.4, respectively. Section 3.5 explains how the
solution variables are treated during refinement and coarsening. Sections 4.1–4.3
list the refinement selection criteria available in the library, as well as the different
mesh refinement strategies available based on the properties of those criteria; while
section 3.6 discusses the general algorithms that perform refinement and coarsening
throughout the entire computational mesh. Section 5.4 describes how FARCOM per-
forms load rebalancing, while section 5.5 explains the adaptations to the base AMR
algorithms to handle interprocessor communications when necessary.
3.2 Mesh Structure
FARCOM uses a hybrid compressed sparse row data structure for its internal connec-
tivity information. Each cell in the discretized domain is treated as a control volume
(or CV in short), which stores position, size, and refinement level information, along
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Figure 3.1: Connectivity between faces and control volumes in FARCOM.
other metadata. Control volumes are not directly connected; the CV-to-CV links are
instead created through faces, which store connectivity information of the cells on
opposite sides of the face. Every face element contains two neighbor storage spaces,
where neighbor(1) always points to the cell in the direction against the face’s normal
axis, and neighbor(2) points to the cell in the direction of the face’s normal axis.
This arrangement is shown in Fig. 3.1. Since the FARCOM mesh is Cartesian-aligned,
there are only three possible face normals: (1, 0, 0) (along the x-axis), (0, 1, 0) (y-axis)
and (0, 0, 1) (z-axis). This strategy allows for efficient access to adjacent cells, while
retaining a strongly connected digraph that becomes crucial in the mesh modification
algorithms used to implement refinement and coarsening.
A control volume can have a different number of control volumes adjacent to it as
a result of mesh modification operations. In three dimensions, a control volume may
have as few as 6 neighboring cells (no refined neighboring cells), and as many as 24 (all
neighboring cells are refined); thus it is inefficient and impractical to allocate storage
for 24 CV to face links when in many cases only a quarter of those are needed. Thus,
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Figure 3.2: Connectivity between control volumes and faces in FARCOM for a small
mesh.
the control volume to face connectivity uses a compressed sparse row similar to the
one previously described: The cv and face arrays contain the control volume and face
metadata, while the ifa array contains the compressed CV to face adjacency matrix
in CSR format. Two parallel auxiliary arrays are used to expand the CSR adjacency
matrix when querying CV→face neighbor information: The ifa0 array contains the
starting position of a control volume’s CV to face connectivity, while the nfacv array
contains the number of faces that correspond to that control volume. This structure
is shown in Fig. 3.2. The process needed to obtain all the faces corresponding to a
control volume can be represented using the pseudo-code in Algorithm (3.1):
In addition to control volumes and faces, FARCOM makes heavy use of nodes (face
vertices) during the refinement and coarsening operations, as well as during the out-
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Algorithm 3.1 Obtain all the faces corresponding to control volume #icv
for n = 1→ nfacv(icv) do
cv face(n)← ifa(ifa0(icv) + n− 1)
Figure 3.3: Connections to adjacent nodes from face objects. The black nodes are
corner vertices that will always be present in the face’s node listing. The red nodes
are mid-edge vertices that are only present when an adjacent cell is refined. If the
mid-edge vertices are not needed, this is marked by setting the corresponding node
element in the face to zero. Numbering schemes for all three possible face orientations
are shown.
put of visualization-ready data files. The nodes contain position data, as well as
direct node→face connectivity metadata. In three dimensions, each node contains a
vertex of up to 12 ”attached” faces. Each face also contains direct face→node con-
nectivity metadata for up to 8 nodes. Four of those nodes are corner vertices; the
rest correspond to mid-edge vertices, which become necessary once control volumes
are refined. The position of the node references in the face objects are fixed–that
is, node(3) in faces with a z-axis normal direction will always point to the node in
the (−x,+y) corner of the face. The positions of nodes within the face structure are
shown in Fig. 3.3.
The face references in the node objects are treated similarly; a diagram showing
the relative position of attached faces in node objects is presented as Fig. 3.4. For
example, the refinement and coarsening operations are written in a way that ensures
that attached face #5 of any node corresponds to the face perpendicular to the x-axis
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Figure 3.4: Connections to adjacent faces from node objects. Nodes that exist in
a boundary between coarse and fine cells will have two links to the same face (e.g.
attached faces #5 and #6 will link to the same coarse face, but #7 and #8 will
link to refined faces). Numbering schemes divided into the three Cartesian planes for
legibility.
that is located in the (+y,+z) quadrant of the xz-coordinate plane that has the node
as its origin.
This approach results in the node↔face links storing positioning information with-
out explicitly storing the position of a node in a particular face. As will be shown
in sections 3.3–3.4, this approach allows for reconstruction of a CV’s complete local
neighborhood connectivity based only on lookup tables, and allows for quick iden-
tification of all neighbors across the CV’s edges and corner vertices. In particular,
cross-edge CVs need to be identified when when verifying graded mesh constraints
during mesh modification operations. However, the drawback is that extra care needs
to be taken to ensure that the node↔face connections are set correctly during refine-
ment and coarsening.
The FARCOM mesh structure is equivalent to the mesh structure described in
Garimella (2002) that minimizes the combined storage, adjacency retrieval and stor-
age cost for hexahedral meshes.
FARCOM initializes its mesh structure by dividing the solution domain into nx×
ny × nz cells, with ni being the number of cells in the ith dimension. The domain
bounds and the number of cells in each direction are controllable by the user via an
input file.
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The core feature of the library is its ability to refine and coarsen each cell in
the domain by locally inserting or removing additional cells to the simulation, while
keeping track of the connectivity with adjacent cells. Both operations are described
in the following sections.
3.3 Single-Cell Refinement
FARCOM increases mesh resolution through its refinement operator, which bisects
a parent cell along each coordinate axis, producing 8 child cells that replace it. This
section describes in detail the steps the refinement operation takes.
3.3.1 Graded Mesh Constraints
To simplify the mesh modification algorithm, a cell will be allowed to be refined
only when these two constraints, illustrated on Fig. 3.5, are satisfied:
1. The cells that share a face with the parent cell may differ by no more than one
refinement level.
2. The cells that share an edge with the parent cell may differ by no more than
one refinement level.
These two constraints effectively produce a ”graded” mesh. While some existing
AMR libraries will allow for the use of non-graded meshes–that is, meshes where
”grandchild” cells are in contact with parent cells (e.g. Helgado´ttir and Giboua
(2011))–these meshes require a node-based discretization (Min et al., 2006), which
is incompatible with the finite-volume and finite element numerical methods that
were the original motivation behind FARCOM. The refinement is implemented to be an
atomic operation, such that only one parent cell is refined at a time, and the success
or failure of the refinement call does not prevent additional cells from being refined.
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Figure 3.5: Two-dimensional view of constraints on the refinement operation. Cells
colored cyan are cells being refined; green cells are neighboring cells that do not impose
any graded mesh constraints; red cells block the refinement operation. Clockwise from
top-left: The top-left diagram shows a base mesh; a successful refinement operation; a
refinement operation blocked by a coarse cell sharing an edge; a refinement operation
blocked by a coarse cell sharing a face.
To check constraint 1), the parent CV’s face information is assembled from the
CSR data structure, and a loop over the faces is started. The neighboring cells are
identified, and the refinement level metadata is used to check whether any of the
neighboring cells have a refinement level smaller than the parent cell’s. If this were
the case, any further refinement would cause a doubly refined cell to be adjacent to
a coarse cell; thus, when this case is detected, the refinement operation is blocked,
and the refinement operation fails. The blocking neighboring cells are returned to the
caller; this allows FARCOM to mark the blocking cells for refinement, and to retry the
failed refinement operation at a later time.
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Figure 3.6: Simplified cross-edge graded mesh restriction check. From left to right:
1) Faces surrounding the control volume marked for refinement are identified using
Algorithm 3.1). 2) Nodes linked from the faces obtained in step 1) are gathered. 3)
Faces that do not belong to the parent cell, but are otherwise attached to the nodes
found in step 2) are selected (for clarity, not all faces are shown). 4) The refinement
level of the control volumes that a) belong to faces picked in step 3); and b) are not
direct neighbors to the parent cell are checked for coarseness. In this case, the green
CVs do not block refinement, but the red cell does.
For the second graded mesh check, the refinement routine regenerates the entire
local neighborhood of the parent cell using node-based data. Since there is no direct
storage between control volumes and nodes, the nodes belonging to a control vol-
ume are gathered through face→node data stored in the control volume’s CV→face
CSR adjacency graph. Once the nodes are identified, the node→face connectivity
information stored in the gathered nodes can be used to ascertain whether the nodes
reveal the existence of coarse control volumes opposite to a control volume’s edge.
This procedure is summarized in Fig. 3.6. If there are cross-edge coarse cells, then
the refinement operation is not done, and the list of blocking cells is returned to the
calling procedure as described in the previous paragraph.
3.3.2 Mesh Modifications for Refinement
If a control volume has been selected for refinement, FARCOM checks whether the
cv, face, ifa and node arrays have sufficient capacity to store the child CVs to
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be created, and expands the arrays’ memory allocations if necessary. Additionally,
refinement will be allowed only when the child cells would not exceed the user-set
maximum refinement level. If these basic checks succeed, FARCOM will begin checking
whether the refinement operation would satisfy the graded mesh constraints.
The next step in the refinement procedure is to iterate over the faces in the parent
cell to figure out if they are ”recyclable”–that is, if they are the same size as the faces
of the child CVs to be created. If they are, then their neighbor fields are simply
updated to point to the new control volumes. On the other hand, coarse faces will
be marked for removal. The number of recyclable faces is computed, and is used to
determine the number of faces to create from scratch. New faces are then created in
a temporary structure, and assigned an index in the face array.
Once these preliminary calculations are done, the child cell position, size, and
refinement level metadata is generated, and the new cells are created in a helper
array, and are assigned an index in the cv array.
Since all the local mesh reconstruction has been taking place on temporary copies,
the connectivity of the mesh previous to the start of the refinement operation is still
intact. Thus, it is possible to use the existing connectivity data to compute the
values of the solution variables in the new cells using the procedure in Section 3.5 or
a similar procedure provided by the user during runtime. After this point, the global
mesh connectivity data structures will change, making it more difficult to obtain
refined solution variables afterwards.
The next step in the refinement procedure is to begin creating nodes. The eight
child control volumes will require 33 = 27 nodes to be fully defined. As illustrated in
Fig. 3.7, the eight vertex nodes that corresponded to the corners of the parent control
volume are guaranteed to exist, and the central node that is shared by all the child cells
is guaranteed to not exist. However, depending on the refinement level of neighboring
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cells, the rest of the nodes may or may not exist. As such, it becomes necessary to
identify which nodes have been created in the parent cell’s neighborhood by previous
refinement operations; thankfully, this information is already available from checking
the second graded mesh constraint in a previous step of the refinement process. This
procedure becomes possible by the implicit directionality information stored in the
face and node objects, as illustrated in Figs. 3.3–3.4. Nodes that already exist are
marked as such, and the nodes that need to be created are created in a temporary
list and assigned an index in the node array.
Since the entire neighborhood around the parent cell is known, and the new control
volumes, faces and nodes have been initialized, it is possible now to create connectivity
between all the newly created mesh elements. Faces are linked to nodes, nodes are
linked to faces, and faces are introduced into control volumes’ CSR adjacency graphs.
While the process to create a CSR list for the new control volumes is straightforward,
it becomes more difficult to modify the CSR entries that belong to existing control
volumes. From the view of a parent cell’s neighboring control volume, when the
parent cell is split, four new faces take the place of the coarse face that used to exist.
Thus, the following algorithm is used to update neighboring CVs’ adjacency lists:
For interior cells, this algorithm is strictly local–that is, it can occur without
affecting neighboring control volumes beyond the bisection of the face that connected
to the now-refined parent cell. For cells that are adjacent to a domain-decomposition
boundary, the adjacency graph of the neighboring cell—which resides on a different
processor—needs to be updated. These updates are communicated to the neighboring
processors through a message-based approach, which is described in more detail in
section 5.5.1.
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Algorithm 3.2 Replace a coarse cell with four refined faces.
calculate the new CSR dimensions / position for this cell (add four faces, take away
one)
make a temporary copy of the neighboring CV’s ifa
m← 1
for n = 0→ neighbor cv − 1 do
if ifa(ifa0(neighbor cv) + n) = coarse face then
skip face
else
ifa temp(m) = ifa(ifa0(neighbor cv) + n)
m← m+ 1 . Add existing ifa entry to temporary copy
ifa temp(m : m+ 3) = new faces . Append new faces to temporary copy
add the new ifa slice to the end of the existing global ifa array
overwrite ifa0 and nfacv for neighbor cv
update global counters
At this point, the temporary control volumes, faces and nodes can be written
into the global mesh structures, global counters can be updated, and the remaining
connectivity to the old parent cell can be safely removed.
3.4 Single-Cell Coarsening
Being able to refine a mesh is sufficient to create a static mesh around a rigid com-
plex boundary, but it does not suffice to only have refinement available if the boundary
can deform, translate, or otherwise move. While adequate refinement markers will
follow the moving boundary, the mesh in the ”wake” of the boundary will remain at a
refinement level that is too high for the level of interest possessed in that region. Con-
sequently, the computational cost of the simulation will increase needlessly, greatly
diminishing the value of the adaptive mesh refinement library. Thus, it is necessary
to also have available a coarsening operation to restore a fine mesh to lower levels of
refinement. FARCOM’s coarsening operation is described below.
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Figure 3.7: Nodes corresponding to a parent cell. Nodes 1–8 (marked in red) are
guaranteed to always exist, as they are corner nodes of faces known to exist in the
parent control volume. Nodes 9–20 (shown in blue) will exist when a cell sharing a
face or an edge has been previously refined. Nodes 21–26 will exist only when a cell
sharing a face has been refined already. The center node, node 27 (colored magenta)
is guaranteed to not exist, as it replaces the center of the parent cell.
3.4.1 Graded Mesh Constraints
Since it is desirable to be able to treat the coarsening operator as a pseudo-inverse
of the refinement operator, the restrictions in place for coarsening are almost identical
to those for refinement. In order to retain a graded mesh, the same neighbor size
constraints are in place as in refinement. The constraints are illustrated on Fig. 3.8,
and are:
1. The cells that share a face with the parent cell may differ by no more than one
refinement level.
2. The cells that share an edge with the parent cell may differ by no more than
one refinement level.
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Figure 3.8: Two-dimensional view of constraints on the coarsening operation. Cells
in cyan are being coarsened; cells in green are neighboring cells that do satisfy all
graded mesh constraints; red cells are neighboring cells that block coarsening. Clock-
wise from top-left: base mesh; a successful coarsening operation; a coarsening oper-
ation blocked by a refined cell sharing an edge; a refinement operation blocked by a
fine cell sharing a face.
As can be seen in the figure, the main difference in the effect of the graded mesh
restrictions is that they block operations when cells that are further refined relative
to the cell to coarsen are in the vicinity. Unlike refinement, if these restrictions
are triggered, the blocking cells are not tagged for coarsening, as it is presumed
that refined cells will be resolving features of interest in the flow. In other words,
refinement supersedes coarsening in priority during mesh modifications.
The coarsening procedure will not be allowed if the resulting parent cell is larger
than the cells in the initial grid–that is, coarsening beyond the base level is not
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allowed. This is a consequence of the method used to align coarsened cells with the
base grid, which will be described below.
3.4.2 Sibling Cell Groups and Driver Cells
A crucial difference between refinement and coarsening is that while refinement
is strictly local, coarsening requires the elimination of eight control volumes, some of
which may or may not have been marked for coarsening. In an effort to maintain
maximum resolution in the areas of the domain where features of interest are located,
FARCOM’s coarsening implementation will only attempt to coarsen a group of cells if
all eight child cells to merge are selected for coarsening.
In the case where a list of cells to coarsen is pre-generated before the calls to
the coarsening routine begin to occur—such as is the case with the queue routine
described in section 3.6—it is entirely possible for the coarsening to merge cells that
are still found in the list of cells to coarsen. Thus, it becomes necessary to perform
triage on the list of cells to coarsen by removing all but one of the eight child cells
from the list. This cell will be referred to from this point on as the driver cell.
Another complication caused by the lack of strict locality of the coarsening op-
erator is the selection of the cells to coarsen. If the coarsening is designed with the
intent of being an inverse-like operation to refinement, it is necessary to ensure that a
refinement→coarsening cycle will result in a mesh that is consistent with the original
mesh. However, if the eight cells to combine during coarsening are picked haphaz-
ardly, it is possible to obtain a mesh that is misaligned with respect to the original
mesh, preventing further coarsening operations. An example of such a coarsening
operation is shown in Fig. 3.9. As such, it is extremely important to select cells that
would be aligned with a coarse base mesh, such as in Fig. 3.10.
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Figure 3.9: An example of a coarsening strategy that selects a group of cells that
does not conform to the original mesh (top left). When the cells are refined two
levels (top-right and bottom left), and a random group of cells (cyan cell, bottom
left) is selected, the result is a coarse cell surrounded by a band of refined cells (red
cells, bottom right) that cannot be coarsened without propagating the misalignment
throughout the grid.
Figure 3.10: An example of a coarsening strategy that selects a group of cells for
merging that conforms to the original mesh (top left). When the cells are refined
two levels (top-right and bottom left), and a group of cells aligned with the coarse
grid is selected (cyan cell, bottom left), the result is a coarse cell without hanging
unmergeable cells.
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The selection approach used to ensure that an outcome similar to Fig. 3.9 does
not occur makes extensive use of the directionality inherent in the face↔node listings
described in previous sections. Since each refinement operation is known to produce
eight child control volumes out of a parent cell, it is possible to assign relative po-
sitions to each of the child CVs produced during the course of a refinement call.
By computing the centroid of what would be a coarse cell in a structured Cartesian
mesh, it is possible to calculate the child number through which a control volume was
generated during refinement. The procedure to compute that number, as well as the
(i, j, k) components of the theorized Cartesian cell, is found in Algorithm 3.3.
Since it is impossible for any of the child CVs to link to all eight sibling CVs
that were created during a previous refinement operation through face lookups alone,
it becomes necessary to iteratively determine which control volumes belong to the
correct cell group. With knowledge of the child number of the driver cell, it is possible
to generate a lookup table that will identify the three sibling cells that the driver cell
should be able to find. Thus, FARCOM iterates over the cells adjacent to the driver cell
to attempt to gather the cells that share the same parent (i, j, k) coordinate, that are
of the same refinement level, and that possess the desired child number. If all three
sibling cells are found, then FARCOM will iterate over those cells to attempt to find the
remaining sibling cells. This procedure is able to find all eight sibling cells in as few
as three lookup loops. The lookup table used is shown in Table 3.1.
If at any point during the recursive lookup procedure we find that a child cell
cannot find all of the sibling cells it is supposed to find, this is usually indicative
of a sibling cell being further refined, or one of the child cells residing across an
interprocessor boundary. Both of these conditions block the coarsening call; the
interprocessor coarsening limitation is a restriction targeted for removal in the future.
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Algorithm 3.3 Compute the ”child number” of cell icv.
if refinement level of icv = 1 then
cell has not been refined;
return ijk ← (0, 0, 0), n← 0
rl← refinement level of icv
c← (x, y, z) of cell center of icv
Xref ← (xmax − xmin)/(2rl−2nx) . calculate the size of the parent CV
Yref ← (ymax − ymin)/(2rl−2ny)
Zref ← (zmax − zmin)/(2rl−2nz)
xpos ← mod(c(1), Xref )/Xref )− 0.5 . calculate the position of icv relative to
ypos ← mod(c(2), Yref )/Yref )− 0.5 . the center of the theoretical parent cell,
zpos ← mod(c(3), Zref )/Zref )− 0.5 . normalize it with (Xref , Yref , Zref ) = (1, 1, 1)
figure out the (i, j, k) position of the parent cell in a hypothetical structured grid
(used to compute whether two CVs belong to the same parent cell)
ijk(1) = floor(c(1)/Xref ) + 1
ijk(2) = floor(c(2)/Yref ) + 1
ijk(3) = floor(c(3)/Zref ) + 1
check where icv falls in relation to the center of the parent cell:
if xpos < 0 and ypos < 0 and zpos < 0 then
n← 1 . icv is in (−,−,−) corner
else if xpos > 0 and ypos < 0 and zpos < 0 then
n← 2 . icv is in (+,−,−) corner
else if xpos > 0 and ypos > 0 and zpos < 0 then
n← 3 . icv is in (+,+,−) corner
else if xpos < 0 and ypos > 0 and zpos < 0 then
n← 4 . icv is in (−,+,−) corner
else if xpos < 0 and ypos < 0 and zpos > 0 then
n← 5 . icv is in (−,−,+) corner
else if xpos > 0 and ypos < 0 and zpos > 0 then
n← 6 . icv is in (+,−,+) corner
else if xpos > 0 and ypos > 0 and zpos > 0 then
n← 7 . icv is in (+,+,+) corner
else if xpos < 0 and ypos > 0 and zpos > 0 then
n← 8 . icv is in (−,+,+) corner
return ijk, n
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Table 3.1: Visibility of Sibling Cells to a Given Child Cell
driving cell visible siblings
1 2 4 5
2 1 3 6
3 2 4 7
4 1 3 8
5 1 6 8
6 2 5 7
7 3 6 8
8 4 5 7
If the sibling cell group has been selected, it is possible to obtain an ordered list of
faces and nodes that correspond to each sibling cell through the same local neighbor-
hood reconstruction procedure used for checking the graded mesh constraints during
refinement. The ordered lists of each sibling control volume can be compared and
combined into a large ordered list belonging to the coarse cell to be created through
the use of pre-computed mapping tables. These child→parent maps effectively gen-
erate a temporary locally structured mesh of faces and nodes around the parent cell
to be created, which greatly simplifies the generation of new adjacency structures.
The coarse cell uses the same node ordering shown for the refinement operation in
Fig. 3.7, and extends the same idea to faces, which use the nomenclature illustrated
in Fig. 3.11. The mapping tables use the coarse-cell numbering sequence, and are
included as Appendices A–D. It is important to note that the faces in Fig. 3.11 start
with face #7; this is since faces #1–6 are reserved for coarse faces that may need to
be created later.
3.4.3 Mesh Modifications for Coarsening
At this point, FARCOM verifies that the coarsening will not violate graded mesh
constraints. Also, the program checks whether the cv, face, ifa and node arrays
have sufficient capacity to store the modified mesh, and expands the arrays’ memory
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Figure 3.11: Faces corresponding to a parent cell. Faces 1–6 are coarse faces that
are generated if the neighboring control volume has the same refinement level as the
coarsened cell. Faces 7–30 are exterior cells of the sibling CVs. The only way for them
to not exist in a valid mesh is if those surfaces were refined, which blocks coarsening.
Faces 31–42 are intra-sibling cells that are guaranteed to be destroyed if coarsening
is successful.
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allocations if necessary. This expansion in storage is necessary as the adjacency
structures for the new coarse cell and the modified CSR lists for the cells neighboring
the coarse cell will be appended at the end of the arrays mentioned previously, and the
CSR structure belonging to the old child cells will be retained in the CSR structures
but marked as invalid. Subsequent memory cleanup routines remove the invalid data
from the mesh structures, compress the valid data, and free unneeded memory.
Temporary copies of the coarse cell and all the identified faces and nodes are then
generated, and an index number in the cv array is assigned to the cell. Additionally,
faces 1–6 of the parent CV are temporarily created and numbered in case they need
to be linked.
Until this point, all the local mesh reconstruction operations have been read-
only in character, so the connectivity of the mesh that existed before the coarsening
operation was started remains intact. Thus, similar to the approach taken during
the refinement process, it is possible to use the existing adjacency graph to compute
the values of the solution field variables in the new coarse cell. As described in
section 3.5, the numerical method used to generate the coarse cell values is selectable
by the user during runtime using Fortran 2003 procedure pointers, but by default
volume averaging is used.
The next step in the coarsening procedure is to identify which faces need to be
placed into the coarse cell’s CSR adjacency graph. Initially, faces 7–30 are checked
to see if they link to a neighboring control volume. If they do, then their component
nodes are marked for retention. Then, if all four faces that belong to the same plane
point to the same neighboring control volume, a coarse surface (face #1–6) is created,
added to the temporary copy of the parent cell’s ifa array, and the appropriate
component node and neighboring control volume information is populated. If the
coplanar cells point to different control volumes—as is the case when the neighbors
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are at the previous refinement level—then the refined faces are copied over to the
temporary ifa slice.
If coarse cells were introduced, then it becomes necessary to remove the old refined
faces from the CSR of the neighboring control volume. This is done using essentially
the same procedure listed on Algorithm 3.2 like was done with refinement, but adding
one face and removing four, instead of removing one and adding four.
At this point, the old connectivity information is no longer needed. Thus, the
final step in the coarsening procedure is to commit all the temporary array slices to
the main mesh.
3.5 Refinement and Coarsening of Solution Variables
As part of the refinement and coarsening operations, the library updates the solu-
tion variables for the newly created cells based on the values of the existing mesh CVs.
By default, two prolongation routines (face-based trilinear interpolation and parent
cell copy) are available by default during refinement, while only restriction operator
based on volume averaging is available for coarsening. However, FARCOM allows end
users to create new refinement and coarsening solution variable methods by the use
of the register refine handler() and register coarse handler() API calls.
The parent-cell copy interpolation kernel for an arbitrary field variable φ is trivial.
When refining the parent cell Ω
(c)
p at refinement level c into eight child cells Ω
(r)
i with
refinement level r = c+ 1, it simply copies the value of φ in the parent cell into each
of the eight refined cells Ω
(r)
i :
φ¯i
(r)
= φ(c)p i ∈ Z ∩ [1, 8] (3.1)
The face-based trilinear interpolation kernel merits more discussion. When trying
to interpolate an arbitrary field variable φ, the first step taken is to average the φ
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values from the cell being refined (Ω
(c)
p ) and its neighbors to six faces f
(c)
j with the
same lateral dimensions as the parent CV. The face average for each of the faces is
represented as φ¯j, with j ∈ Z ∩ [1, 6].
For the case where the neighboring control volume across face j has the same
refinement level as the cell being refined, then the shared side is composed by only
one cell, and the φ¯j calculation is trivial; in that case, φ¯j is simply the average of the
φ values of the parent cell Ω
(c)
p and the neighboring cell Ω
(c)
j :
φ¯j =
1
2
(
φ(c)p + φ
(c)
j
)
(3.2)
However, when the coarse face f
(c)
j has already been refined, and four neighboring
cells Ω
(r)
jk at refinement level r = c + 1 exist in one direction, then φ¯j will be the
average of φ
(c)
p from the parent cell and the four φ
(r)
jk values from the four neighboring
cells across that side:
φ¯j =
1
6
(
2φ(c)p +
4∑
k=1
φ
(r)
jk
)
(3.3)
Once φ¯j has been computed on all six sides of the control volume, each of the
refined cells obtains a value through averaging of the three closest sides (e.g. the cell
in the (−,−,−) corner will average the values from the left, bottom, and back sides
of the coarse cell), as shown in Fig. 3.12.
The coarsening operator is considerably simpler. If there are eight child cells with
index j at refinement level r = c+1 that are about to be combined into the coarse cell
i at refinement level c, the coarsening operator for φ
(c)
i is simply the volume average
of φ
(r)
j over the eight CVs:
φ
(c)
i =
∑8
j=1 Vjφ
(r)
j∑8
i=j Vj
(3.4)
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Figure 3.12: Interpolation points for solution variables of a newly-created child cell.
The projections are made from average values at the center of the three faces that
comprise the exterior surface of the child cell.
If the end user selects parent-cell copy prolongation and volume average restric-
tion, the refinement and coarsening operations are inverses of each other, and an
immediate refinement→coarsening operation should only introduce roundoff error.
This is not the case with the trilinear interpolation kernel due to the inclusion of
neighboring CVs in the projection of φ to faces.
3.6 Full-Mesh AMR
While the algorithms described in sections 3.3–3.4 provide the kernels to refine
and coarsen individual cells, end users of the FARCOM library are not expected to
manually manage the refinement and coarsening of the mesh at an individual-cell level
themselves. Instead, the FARCOM library is expected to transparently determine which
cells to refine and coarsen, recursively execute the refinement and coarsening calls to
get the mesh to its final state, and to properly sequence the refinement and coarsening
operations. The user-facing API call that handles this process is amr check grid(),
and it is the topic of this section.
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From a broad point of view, amr check grid() performs multiple refinement
passes over the entire grid in sequence, followed by a coarsening pass, grid cleanup,
and load rebalancing. While the load rebalancing process is described in detail in
section 5.4, the rest of the mesh adaptation call is described in this section.
During initial mesh generation, amr check grid() will also call any initial con-
dition functions registered by the user through the set initial condition() or
set general initializer() API functions before the start of each pass and to re-
set the values of each refined and coarsened CV.
3.6.1 Refinement Pass
Each refinement pass begins with a selection loop, where every cell in the compu-
tational domain is passed through the refinement criterion function selected by the
user. These selector functions modify two different fields of the cv data structures:
1. The control volume’s refinement flag, which is set to a positive integer to indicate
that the cell needs to be refined, set to a negative value to mark the cell for
coarsening, or set to zero to indicate that neither is needed.
2. The control volume’s target refinement level, which is set to the refinement level
the CV should be at the end of the amr check grid() call.
Selector functions can produce a smooth target refinement level field, or may only
mark cells that need to be refined to the maximum refinement level specified by
the user. Chapter 4 discusses the different strategies that are associated with either
approach. However, the latter approach can require adjusting the target refinement
level fields to generate thicker refined bands around the cells that are requesting
refinement. This adjustment, if requested, is performed at this point with the parallel
band growth algorithm detailed in section 4.3.2.
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At this point, FARCOM performs another loop over all control volumes to generate
a list of cells to refine. If a CV Ω
(r→`)
i has a target refinement level `i that is finer than
its current refinement level ri, it is added to the refinement queue. Once all internal
cells in the domain have been checked, the refinement queue is sorted so that the cells
with the coarsest r come first in the structure. The sort prevents failed refinement
calls due to blocking cells being introduced due to refining in the wrong order.
As the refinement queue tends to dramatically vary in size during execution, and
requires a sort, standard Fortran arrays are a poor choice for storing the list. Instead,
the refinement queue is implemented using a doubly linked list data structure; the
data structure stores two integers per node, which for the refinement queue are the
CV index i and the refinement level ri of that CV. The linked list contains a sentinel
node at the tail in the forward direction, and is fully circular in the reverse direction.
This allows for fast insertion and removal of nodes at either the head or tail of the
list. The sorting of the queue is performed using a recursive merge sort algorithm.
During serial execution, FARCOM proceeds to refining each of the cells stored in the
linked list at this time. However, during parallel execution, it is necessary to pre-
allocate and initialize the edge auxiliary communication data structures described
in section 5.5.1 before starting to refine mesh cells. After all cells in the queue are
refined, the edge auxiliary structures are synchronized to the other processors, and
the main communication zone data structures are regenerated.
Each refinement pass can only refine each cell in the computational domain once.
As sometimes refining a cell more than once is necessary to reach the desired target
level `i, FARCOM repeats the refinement pass a total of Lmax − 1 times, where Lmax is
the maximum refinement level prescribed by the user for this simulation.
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3.6.2 Coarsening Pass
The coarsening pass is similar in structure to the refinement pass described in the
last section, with the following differences:
• If the parallel band growth algorithm from section 4.3.2 is requested, it is run in
sequence from ` = [1, 2, . . . , Lmax− 1] before the coarsening queue is generated.
• After the coarsening queue is generated, triage is performed on the queue to
remove the following cells from the queue:
1. CVs with sibling cells that are refined, and would block coarsening;
2. CVs where all sibling cells can be located, but some are requesting to stay
at their current refinement level (needed due to refinement superseding
coarsening);
3. CVs where all 8 sibling cells are requesting coarsening (only one of them
is retained in the queue as the driver cell for the sibling group, the other
seven are removed); and
4. CVs adjacent to interprocessor boundaries.
• No edge structures are generated, as coarsening of cells adjacent to interpro-
cessor boundaries is not currently implemented.
3.6.3 Mesh Cleanup
The user can also specify whether grid cleanup occurs, and the frequency at which
it occurs. The cleanup algorithms analyze the cv, face, node and ifa arrays inde-
pendently, and fill two linked list structures for each:
1. The valid list, which contains the indices of all mesh elements that are still in
use; and
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2. The void list, which contains the indices of all mesh elements that have been
deleted, and form a gap in the data structures.
As the cleanup routines loop over their respective arrays, new elements are added
to the tail of the valid list. Any voids in the data structure found during the loop
are added to the head of the void list. Once the loop is complete, the element at the
tail of the valid list is moved to occupy the index at the head of the void list. This
process is repeated until either of the lists runs out of elements.
While the cleanup for the face, node and ifa arrays can be done without any
parallelization concerns, the same cannot be said for the cleanup of the cv array.
The cleanup algorithm for the cv array has been modified to fill voids by moving
purely internal cells around first, but this will not always eliminate all gaps. Any
renumbering of cells that are adjacent to the interprocessor boundary—whether they
be internal CVs or domain decomposition ghost cells—will invalidate the caches in
the zone data structures, and thus needs to be communicated to other processors. As
the edge auxiliary data structures introduced in section 5.5.1 were created with the
purpose of communicating mesh modifications across a shared face (i.e. a cut edge in
the adjacency graph of the domain), they are reused to send renumbering messages
to other processors.
A renumbered border-adjacent internal cell stores the new index number of the cell
in the local child cvs field of its one or more edge rows, and sets the SEND RENAME
message type and the POST INT RENAME message status. A renumbered domain de-
composition message would set a POST GHOST RENAME message status instead, while
locally renumbering both of the cells across an interprocessor face would result in a
POST BOTH RENAME status in the edge structure.
After the messages are transmitted to other processors, the remote processor can
look up the correct row in the edge array through the pre-renumbering remote internal
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index (rint) and remote ghost index (rgh), and update the communication zones
accordingly.
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Chapter 4
MESH ADAPTATION CRITERIA AND STRATEGIES
4.1 Introduction
Up to this point, the discussion has been focused on how to physically refine and
coarsen the mesh. However, both the refinement and coarsening operations rely on
cells being previously selected for mesh modification. In this chapter, the procedures
used to actually select those cells are described.
In general, there are two main objectives to mesh modification. In the first case,
a user may want to refine or coarsen all cells in the mesh, e.g. for a grid convergence
study. In this situation, the selection procedure is trivial: all cells are marked for
refinement and coarsening. Of more interest is the second objective: to produce
a mesh that is of minimal cell count, yet retains maximum resolution near areas
of interest. However, this requires determining what constitutes an area of interest,
which in general depends on the problem being solved. FARCOM will refine and coarsen
cells by evaluating a problem-dependent cost function provided by the user via the
set default refine fcn() API call. The user only needs to pass a compatible
Fortran procedure pointer into the function to direct FARCOM to use the custom selector
throughout the library.
In general, refinement selector functions can be categorized into two main classifi-
cations, depending on whether they produce smooth values for the desired refinement
target level (e.g. signed-distance level set functions) or whether they only indicate
the need for maximum resolution in individual cells (e.g. gradient-based selectors).
These two main categories require different strategies: The refinement-curve strategy
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used for smooth functions is described in section 4.2, while the band-growth approach
needed for localized selectors is detailed in 4.3.1.
4.2 Smooth Refinement Selectors
4.2.1 Interface Methods
For two-phase flows, immersed-boundary flows, or any other flows where an inter-
face can be found, a natural cost function for the area of interest is the proximity to
the interface. This requires knowing the position of the interface throughout the sim-
ulation, which in turn mandates the use of an interface-tracking or interface-capturing
method.
A large number of interface tracking methods exist in the literature; these include
marker-and-cell methods (McKee et al., 2008), front-tracking methods (Tryggvason
et al., 2001), volume-of-fluid methods (Lo¨rstad et al., 2004), and level-set methods
(Osher and Fedkiw, 2002), among others. The interface-based refinement criteria
discussion in this dissertation will focus on the signed-distance function level set
method proposed by Osher and Sethian (1988). That said, an application of the
FARCOM framework that uses volume fractions as one of the refinement selection criteria
in the context of a diffuse-interface interface model for compressible flow modeling
was described in the co-authored work by Fritz et al. (2019).
The level set method was chosen over others since it produces a smooth function,
a property that turns out to be very helpful in determining the refinement level a
cell should have based on its distance to the embedded surface. Moreover, level set
methods are compatible with the underlying Cartesian mesh infrastructure, unlike
the front-tracking method. Finally, the distance-function level set method can be
straightforwardly transformed into more complex level set formulations with better
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mass conservation properties, such as the conservative level set method proposed by
Olsson and Kreiss (2005). Gibou et al. (2018) provide a recent review of level set
methods for the interested reader.
4.2.2 Level Set Refinement Curves
The signed distance function level set φ is a smooth function with a value equal
to the distance to the interface. The sign of φ is defined to be positive on one side of
the interface and negative on the other. Mathematically, this can be expressed as:
φ(x¯, t) = ± |x¯− x¯f | (4.1)
Once a level set scalar field is computed throughout the solution domain, it is
possible to assign level set values to particular refinement levels. This is done through
monotonically decreasing refinement level curves that are set by the user during
runtime.
The simplest refinement level curve imaginable is a linear map:
φˆ(`) = (φmax − φmin) Lmax − `
Lmax
+ φmin, ` = {1, 2, ..., Lmax} (4.2)
In Eq. 4.2, ` is the level set threshold assigned to a refinement level, φmin and φmax
are the level set values corresponding to the most and least refined cells and Lmax
is the maximum refinement level in the simulation. As shown in Fig. 4.2, this level
curve produces a large number of refined cells in areas of the domain that are not in
the vicinity of an interface, and consequently was not used for simulations.
The reason the linear map results in large meshes is that its level set thresholds for
intermediate values of ` are too large. An ideal refinement level curve would be have
a sharp drop-off in φˆ values for low `, and φˆ thresholds that are close together and
asymptotically approach zero for intermediate and high refinement levels. Addition-
ally, for moving surfaces, the curve would provide sufficient space between refinement
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levels so that small changes in the position of an interface do not cause extensive mesh
modifications after every time step. A level curve that possesses these properties is
the inverse exponential map:
φˆ(`) = (φmax − φmin)
−2e `
Lmax
+ e2 − 2
2e
(
e `
Lmax
+ 1
) + φmin, ` = {1, 2, ..., Lmax} (4.3)
For some meshing applications (in particular static domains), the inverse exponen-
tial map still produces too many fine cells away from the interface embedded in the
domain. Thus, FARCOM offers a final mapping curve, based on a polynomial function:
(φmax − φmin)
(`+ 1)−p −
(
1
(Lmax+1)
)p
(
1−
(
1
(Lmax+1)
)p) + φmin, ` = {1, 2, ..., Lmax} (4.4)
In Eq. 4.4, p is a polynomial order passed in by the user. p ≈ 0.5 is roughly
equivalent to the inverse exponential map, so p < 0.5 will coarsen the mesh less
aggressively away from the interface, while p > 0.5 will do the opposite. A plot of
the non-dimensionalized refinement level curves is shown in Fig. 4.1.
Once the desired level curve has been selected, it is possible to determine whether
to refine or coarsen a cell using the following procedure in Algorithm 4.1.
Algorithm 4.1 Select whether to refine or coarsen cell icv based on level set value
`← icv’s refinement level
if |φ(icv)| <= φˆ(`+ 1) then
s← 1 . Refine this CV
else if |φ(icv)| > φˆ(`− 1) then
s← −1 . Coarsen this CV
check for global refinement level constraints:
if s = −1 and > ` ≤ 1 then
s← 0 . Can’t coarsen past the base grid
if s = −1 and > ` ≤ 1 then
s← 0 . Can’t refine past the maximum refinement level
icv’s refinement flag ← s
As described in section 3.6, the queued refinement and coarsening procedures can
be used during initialization of the domain to recursively call a prescribed initial
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Figure 4.1: Refinement level curves for φmax = 0, φmin = 1, and Lmax = 5. Level
curves that approach the origin coarsen the grid more aggressively near the interface.
condition function to generate an adaptive mesh for the first time step of the simu-
lation. To show this, the notched disk test case (Zalesak, 1979) was used for domain
initialization. In the unit domain, the disk extended through the entire z-axis, was
centered at dc = (0.5, 0.25, 0.5), had a radius r = 0.15, and had a notch of width
nw = 0.05 and height nh = 0.2. FARCOM was initialized using an 8x8x8 based grid
with Lmax = 6 (corresponding to a 256x256x256 mesh at the finest level), φmax = 0.6,
and φmin = 0.05. The inverse exponential and polynomial level curves were used. The
results of the meshing operations are illustrated in Figs. 4.2–4.7. Cell counts for the
initialization of the Zalesak disk meshes using the level curves described to this point
are given in Table 4.1.
The figures show that the polynomial level curves with a high p value result
in a reduced cell count. However, it is also necessary to point that excessively-
aggressive coarsening near the interfaces—such as that shown in Fig. 4.7—comes with
the risk that some of the cells that contain the boundary will not be at the maximum
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Table 4.1: Cell counts for mesh generation of the Zalesak (1979) notched disk using
diverse refinement level curves, with a 83 base grid, and 2563 maximum resolution
level curve cell count % of unrefined mesh
linear 4,231,424 25.221
inverse 2,227,072 13.274
polynomial, p = 0.125 2,883,056 17.184
polynomial, p = 0.250 2,680,224 15.975
polynomial, p = 0.500 2,212,176 13.186
polynomial, p = 0.750 1,826,560 10.887
polynomial, p = 1.000 1,484,736 8.850
polynomial, p = 1.500 860,224 5.127
polynomial, p = 2.000 472,032 2.814
polynomial, p = 2.500 265,616 ∗
polynomial, p = 3.000 126,505 ∗
polynomial, p = 5.000 512 ∗∗
∗ = interface not fully resolved
∗∗ = level curve does not trigger any refinement
refinement level. This is a result of the initialization procedure only computing the
level set value at the cell’s centroid; the rapid drop-off of the refinement curve at a
high p value causes the evaluated value of φ to be below the refinement threshold, even
in cells that might contain the interface at one corner. Consequently, it is necessary
to balance the need for reduced mesh sizes with the need to resolve the appropriate
level of detail needed to adequately model the problem.
4.3 Localized Refinement Selectors
4.3.1 Gradient-Based Criteria
While signed distance level set fields provide a convenient refinement criterion,
there are several phenomena of interest in fluid dynamics that occur far away from
interfaces, and for which level sets—and all other interface capturing and interface
tracking methods—would fall short. Examples from fluid mechanics include vortical
structures in free stream flow, as well as the various expansion fans, contact dis-
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Figure 4.2: Adaptive mesh for the notched disk test case formulated in Zalesak
(1979), with refinement thresholds set by the linear level curve described in Eq. 4.2.
Figure 4.3: Adaptive mesh for the notched disk test case formulated in Zalesak
(1979), with refinement thresholds set by the inverse exponential level curve described
in Eq. 4.3.
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Figure 4.4: Adaptive mesh for the notched disk test case formulated in Zalesak
(1979), with refinement thresholds set by the polynomial level curve described in
Eq. 4.4 evaluated with p = 1.0.
Figure 4.5: Adaptive mesh for the notched disk test case formulated in Zalesak
(1979), with refinement thresholds set by the polynomial level curve described in
Eq. 4.4 evaluated with p = 1.5.
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Figure 4.6: Adaptive mesh for the notched disk test case formulated in Zalesak
(1979), with refinement thresholds set by the polynomial level curve described in
Eq. 4.4 evaluated with p = 2.0.
Figure 4.7: Adaptive mesh for the notched disk test case formulated in Zalesak
(1979), with refinement thresholds set by the polynomial level curve described in
Eq. 4.4 evaluated with p = 3.0.
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continuities, and shocks present in compressible flow regimes. Jeong and Hussain
(1995) describe in detail the calculations required to identify vortices using the Q, λ2
and ∆ definitions for a vortex; while compressible flow structures are often detected
by computing density gradients, in a manner analogous to Schlieren photography in
experimental studies.
One characteristic of refinement criteria that operate on derivatives of the solution
variable fields is that they will only identify cells within a band immediately adjacent
to the structure of interest. While at first glance this appears to be a desirable feature,
this also means that derivative-based criteria will attempt to aggressively coarsen
cells. Numerical methods that expect constant high resolution in the periphery of
a fluid feature—such as the WENO5 scheme described in Fritz et al. (2019)—may
suffer from a reduction in accuracy if the vicinity of the flow feature is coarsened too
quickly.
Since FARCOM is designed as a general library, the practical impact of the previous
points is that the library needs to provide a way of guaranteeing the thickness of
a band around the cells that are actually triggering the refinement. The following
section describes the algorithm in detail.
For the compressible flow simulations in this dissertation, the cells that had either
a density or pressure gradient higher than a user-specified value were treated as having
a target refinement level equal to the maximum refinement level Lmax.
4.3.2 Refinement Band Propagation
FARCOM’s refinement band growth algorithm is a modified form of the band gener-
ation algorithm used in Herrmann (2008). These changes are done to make the band
generation algorithm aware of changes in mesh resolution during the traversal. The
band growth process creates refined bands of cells that are at least W cells thick,
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where W is a user-provided width. In the case of more than 2 refinement levels in
the simulation, each intermediate refinement level band provides at least W cells at
the same refinement level between adjacent bands.
The main premise behind the band growth generation algorithm is to maintain
three different linked lists:
1. The body list (B), which contains all cells that have already been processed by
the algorithm;
2. The skin list (S), which contains all cells that share a face with a B cell and
that are being processed by the current iteration of the algorithm; and
3. The cloth list (C), which contains all cells that share a face with a S cell and
that will be processed by the next iteration of the algorithm.
Two additional fields are maintained alongside the linked lists: a dist integer
field that stores the distance from the source band for any given cell Ωi, and a mask
field that stores whether Ωi has been placed in the B list or not.
During refinement operations, the band growth algorithm is operated one refine-
ment at a time; at the conclusion of the algorithm for refinement level `, refinement
queues are generated based on the modified target refinement level values, and a
queued refinement operation is performed before the entire process is repeated for
`+1. On the other hand, during coarsening operations, the band growth algorithm is
operated sequentially for all refinement levels ` ∈ [1, 2, . . . , Lmax], and the coarsening
queue is only generated once at the end of the process.
For any given refinement level `, the first step in the band generation process is to
query the refinement selector function for every cell in the computational domain to
populate the desired target level for every cell in the domain. All cells with a target
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refinement level finer than ` form the source band, and are initially placed in the S
list.
The dist field for the source band cells is initialized to the maximum number of
band growth steps for the current refinement level:
D(`)max =W
(
2Lmax−` − 1) (4.5)
The next step is to update the mask field for all cells in the S list. However, before
moving the linked list nodes from the S band to the B band, all S-band cells that
are adjacent to a domain decomposition boundary are added to a list of cells to push
to the appropriate remote processor.
Once all processors have processed all their S cells, a collective communication
using MPI variable-length non-blocking point-to-point communications is done. Each
MPI rank polls all other members of MPI COMM WORLD to see if they will send data.
Each rank will then push:
1. The local CV index of the boundary-adjacent internal cell Ωlint
2. The cached remote CV index Ωˆrgh of the boundary-adjacent ghost cell in the
remote rank that corresponds to Ωlint
3. The dist value that corresponds to Ωlint
4. The mask value for Ωlint
Each MPI rank will then add all the communication ghost cells Ωlgh that it received
from all other ranks to the S band.
At this point, the procedure can be continued locally; the cells that share a face
with S-band cells are added to the C band before the S-band cell is moved to the B
band.
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The dist value for an arbitrary cell Ωri at refinement level r that is located within
the C band is set to the highest neighboring B-band value, minus a geometric correc-
tion factor based on the C-band cell’s current refinement level r:
D
(r)
i
∣∣∣∣
i∈C
= maxDj
∣∣∣∣
j∈B
− (2Lmax−ri) (4.6)
Once the dist value for C-band cell Ωri is calculated, Ωri is moved to the S band,
and the process repeats until D
(`)
max layers have been processed. The entire iterative
procedure can be summarized with Algorithm 4.2.
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Algorithm 4.2 Generate a band of refined CV around cells marked by localized
refinement selector functions.
for all Ωi in domain do . Generate the source band S0
if `target(i) > `current then
S ∪ Ωi . Add cell Ωi to S
Di = D
(`)
max . Set dist in source band to maximum
mi = 1 . Set all source band masks
for all Ωi in S do . Pre-process the source band S0
Remove duplicate Ωi if any
if Ωi ∈ ∂Ω then . If Ωi is a communication cell
Q ← Ωi . Add Ωi to communication queues
mi = 1
push communication border cells in Q to other processors
add received ghost cells to S
for all Ωi in S do . Generate the cloth band C
for all Ωj in neighbors(Ωi) do . Loop over all the neighbors of Ωi
if mj = 0 then . Neighbor not marked yet: add to C
C ∪ Ωj
update `target(i), rflag(i) . Update refinement target and flag
S \ Ωi . Switch Ωi to body band
B ∪ Ωi
for D
(`)
max iterations do . Grow for D
(`)
max layers
for all Ωi in C do . Check the cloth band cells
D
(r)
i
∣∣∣∣
i∈C
= maxDj
∣∣∣∣
j∈B
− (2Lmax−ri)
C \ Ωi . Switch Ωi to skin band
S ∪ Ωi
for all Ωi in S do . Pre-process the skin band S
Remove duplicate Ωi if any
if Ωi ∈ ∂Ω then . If Ωi is a communication cell
Q ← Ωi . Add Ωi to communication queues
mi = 1
push communication border cells in Q to other processors
add received ghost cells to S
for all Ωi in S do . Generate the cloth band C
for all Ωj in neighbors(Ωi) do . Loop over all the neighbors of Ωi
if mj = 0 then . Neighbor not marked yet: add to C
C ∪ Ωj
if D
(r)
i > 0 then . Update refinement target and flag
update `target(i), rflag(i)
S \ Ωi . Switch Ωi to body band
B ∪ Ωi
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Chapter 5
PARALLELIZATION OF THE FARCOM LIBRARY
5.1 Introduction
Due to the size of the meshes commonly found in present-day computational fluid
dynamics, it is crucial for FARCOM to be able to be executed in a high-performance
computing (HPC) environment. The first task that needs to be completed to do so
is to distribute the control volumes Ωi that comprise the mesh equally.
Since an adjacency graph is already available as a result of the library’s funda-
mental data structures as illustrated in section 3.2, the straightforward approach is to
partition the adjacency graph so that every Ωi belongs to an individual process. This
idea leads FARCOM to utilize a single-program, multiple-data (SPMD) parallelization
technique on distributed memory architectures. Due to the widespread availability of
high-quality implementations of the MPI communication protocol in HPC clusters,
it was chosen as the base parallel architecture for FARCOM.
5.2 Domain Decomposition
Andreev and Ra¨cke (2006) showed that in general, partitioning an adjacency graph
is a NP-hard problem. This, combined with the widespread use of graph-partitioning
applications across a wide variety of disciplines, makes graph partitioning an active
area of research in computer science. Readers interested in the state of art in the
discipline are referred to the recent survey by Buluc¸ et al. (2016).
Instead of implementing a new partitioner from scratch, FARCOM opts for utilizing
existing graph-partitioning libraries as the basis for its domain decomposition and load
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balancing routines. Within scientific computing, three of the most widespread graph
partitioning libraries are ParMETIS by Karypis et al. (1997), PT-Scotch by Chevalier
and Pellegrini (2008), and Zoltan from Sandia National Laboratories (Devine et al.,
2002). Both ParMETIS and PT-Scotch are written in C, but can be called from
Fortran codes with a light amount of effort. Zoltan is also written in C, but includes
native Fortran 90 interfaces, and can be used to call ParMETIS and PT-Scotch if the
two libraries are available at link time. Thus, FARCOM utilizes Zoltan as its graph
partitioning backend, and implements the graph query functions requested by Zoltan
to use graph-based partitioners.
Zoltan also provides a built-in capability to use a Hilbert space-filling curve
(Hilbert, 1891) to perform graph partitioner purely based on cell positioning. As
structured tree AMR libraries such as p4est have reported good scalability behavior
when utilizing space-filling curves to load balance, FARCOM also implements the geo-
metric query functions requested by Zoltan to use its coordinate-based partitioners.
Since several load partitioners are available through the Zoltan interface, FARCOM
allows the end user of the library to select the partitioner during runtime. This
can be done through setting a partitioner variable on the input file, or by passing
the chosen partitioner through the --partitioner command-line argument. The
differences in the performance of FARCOM when using graph-based partitioners and
coordinate-based partitioners are discussed in Section 7.3.1.
5.3 Parallel Data Structures
The distributed adjacency graph approach requires introducing additional data
structures to globally number all cells during load rebalancing, quickly identify cells
in neighboring processors during ghost cell generation, as well as to efficiently push
updated solution variable data in this processor to the processors that need it.
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Figure 5.1: Cell nomenclature across processor boundaries. Both MPI rank 0 (shown
in red) and MPI rank 1 (shown in blue) maintain its internal cells, as well as duplicate
ghost cell copies of the cell that reside in the other processor. The local internal
(lint), local ghost (lgh), remote internal (rint) and remote ghost (rgh) lookup
indices are always set based on the current processor.
First, the concept of decomposition ghost cells is introduced. Consider the case
where the graph partitioner cuts the adjacency graph edge between two cells, as
shown in Fig. 5.1. In order to preserve a full picture of the adjacency graph in
each processor, the local processor generates a new cell, which is marked with the
SPLIT GHOST marker within its entry in the cv array. The face between the two cells
is marked with a SHARED FACE marker inside its entry in the face array.
The parallel implementation of most numerical methods requires processors to
have updated solution data from all ghost cells before updating the values of the
solution variables in the internal cells. In order to do so efficiently, two communication
zone data structures are generated, each with one entry per shared face:
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1. COMM ZONE OUT: This array contains the indices of all internal cells adjacent to
an interprocessor boundary (lint in Fig. 5.1) and the corresponding ghost cell
in the remote processor (rgh in Fig. 5.1); and
2. COMM ZONE IN: : This array contains the indices of all decomposition ghost cells
that reside in this processor (lgh in Fig. 5.1) and the corresponding internal
cell in the remote processor that will push data to it (rint in Fig. 5.1).
Both COMM ZONE OUT and COMM ZONE IN are implemented as subclass objects of
the base zone class using Fortran 2003 polymorphic derived data types. Each MPI
rank contains a COMM ZONE OUT and COMM ZONE IN pair for every other MPI rank in
the simulation.
Several of the parallel mesh modification operations need to quickly look up
whether a certain CV is in any communication zone, and if it is, which zone contains
a record for it, and which row of the zone contains the record. As such, the cv array
contains zone num and zone row integers to accelerate these lookups.
It is a common occurrence to have a control volume with neighbors in two different
processors; likewise, it is often the case where an interprocessor domain boundary lies
between two cells at different refinement levels. In both of these scenarios, more than
one communication zone entry belongs to a single CV. As such, the COMM ZONE OUT
and COMM ZONE IN tables also contain next zone num and next zone row integers to
allow FARCOM to find all communication zone entries that belong to the CV.
It is important to note that while a given row i in COMM ZONE OUT corresponds to a
single adjacency graph edge cut, and the same guarantee can be made for an arbitrary
row j in COMM ZONE IN, there is no guarantee that rows in the two communication
zones are in the same order. In other words, i = j does not always refer to a single edge
cut. In cases where it is needed to store both sides of the edge cut in the same object
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(as is the case in refinement adjacent to interprocessor boundaries), a different data
structure (edge) is needed. The edge data structure also carries mesh modification
and message status information, and is described in full detail in section 5.5.1.
To simplify operations where global cell indices are required (such as when load
balancing the mesh), each MPI rank stores a small set of base metadata for every
other processor. This metadata is stored in the processor data type, and contains the
number of CVs, faces, and nodes in each processor, the location of the COMM ZONE OUT
and COMM ZONE IN lists in the larger zone array, and the number of shared edges in
that processor. Synchronization routines update this metadata, and regenerate cell
offsets for global cell addressing.
5.4 Load Balancing
Even with an optimal distribution of the initial base mesh across all MPI ranks,
the refinement and coarsening operations described in sections 3.3–3.4 will quickly
disrupt the balance of cell counts as the mesh is processed by the initialization and
refinement passes detailed in section 3.6. As a result, there is a need to dynamically
load balance the mesh, even between passes during the initial time step.
The load rebalancing routines take the resulting distributed adjacency graph pro-
duced by the graph partitioner of choice and redistribute the mesh and solution vari-
able data among all MPI ranks, while regenerating the local mesh with the partition
slices received from all other ranks.
Since the load rebalancing routines regenerate a brand new mesh every time they
are called, they can also be used to generate the initial base mesh when initializing
the FARCOM data structures. During the generation of the base mesh, every cell in
the global computational domain Ω
(r)
i is exactly at refinement level r = 1, so FARCOM
requests that Zoltan use Hilbert space-filling curves for the initial distribution to
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reduce the initial edge cut. Once refinement and coarsening have begun to occur,
FARCOM reverts to the load partitioner prescribed by the user in the input file.
5.4.1 Startup, Handshake and Adjacency Graph Distribution
As several global indices will be used throughout the process, the first step the
load balancing routines take is to update the metadata stored in the processor array.
Once this task is done, control is handed off to Zoltan, which generates a destination
MPI rank number for every cell Ω
(r)
i in the current processor.
After regaining control, FARCOM begins the handshake stage of the load rebalancing
operation. Each MPI rank identifies how many CVs need to be sent to every other
MPI rank, as well as how many neighbors each CV to be sent has. This information
is then shared to other processors with non-blocking point-to-point MPI communica-
tions. Since it is possible (and in the case of heavy localized refinement on a single
MPI rank, plausible) that the current MPI rank needs to send data to all other ranks,
this communication needs to be performed across all processors in MPI COMM WORLD.
At the end of the handshake stage, each MPI rank knows the amount of storage
it will need to accept all the data it will receive, so the following buffers are created:
1. inbound cv: The index i of every cell that will be sent to this MPI rank (Ω
(r)
i )
2. inbound cvn: The number of cells that are face neighbors of Ω
(r)
i
3. inbound icv: The index j of every face neighbor of Ω
(r)
i
4. inbound icvp: The final partition number of all face neighbors of Ω
(r)
i .
FARCOM will then fill out the matching send buffers (outbound cv, outbound cvn,
outbound icv and outbound icvp) to send to other processors. The first three buffers
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are straightforward to fill, but the outbound icvp requires additional attention to
treat existing interprocessor boundaries.
5.4.2 Scattered Cells
Consider the scenario in Fig. 5.1 again, and assume that MPI rank 0 is transmit-
ting cell #113 (the lint cell) to MPI rank 2. Each MPI rank only receives the final
partition number of CVs that reside within it from the graph partitioner, so MPI rank
0 can fill the partition of the lint cell in its corresponding space in outbound icvp.
However, MPI rank 0 also needs to transmit the global index of the adjacent domain
decomposition ghost cell (i.e. lgh cell #995). Unfortunately, the graph partitioner
only provides the final partition number for that cell to MPI rank 1.
To reflect that uncertainty, each MPI marks outbound icvp entries that belong
to non-local cells with the number of the current rank holding the cell with a nega-
tive sign prepended to it. The receiving MPI rank is thus notified that it needs to
query a third MPI rank for the final location of these scattered cells during a later
communication stage. Thus, in the previous example, MPI rank 0 writes ”−1” in the
index that corresponds to lgh CV #995 in the outbound icvp buffer that is going
to MPI rank 2.
After all outbound buffers that will be sent to all MPI ranks are populated, they
are concatenated into a single buffer, and the resulting outbound buffer is transmitted
using a MPI variable-length collective communication.
The received inbound buffer that contains the data from all processors is then
split by message type to generate a single inbound cv, inbound cvn, inbound icv
and inbound icvp array that contains the entire information from all ranks. The
information stored in these four buffers is sufficient to reconstruct the adjacency
graph, with one caveat: the final location of all scattered cells needs to be found first.
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The procedure to find all scattered cells is similar to the one already used. First,
each MPI rank counts the number of cells in its inbound icvp arrays that are marked
with a negative number to determine how many queries will need to be made to every
other MPI rank. These sums are then communicated throughout MPI COMM WORLD
using collective communications.
Every MPI rank then readies a query list containing the global index of the cell
to check, and the MPI rank where it was last known to reside. The index of the
inbound icvp array element that is being corrected is stored to eliminate a costly
search once the corrected data is received, but is not transmitted to the other MPI
ranks.
The query lists for all MPI ranks are then appended together and broadcast to all
processors using MPI ALLTOALLV collective communications. The receiving processors
update the last known partition field of the query lists using the output from the
graph partitioner, and broadcast the lists immediately back to the querying processors
using another MPI ALLTOALLV call. The returned queries are then used to perform
the needed corrections in the inbound icvp arrays.
5.4.3 Communication of Mesh and Solution Data
Once the final locations of all cells in a given MPI rank are verified, FARCOM turns
its attention to transmitting mesh and solution information.
Communication buffers are created at this stage using the received adjacency
graph information to inform their sizes. As their names might imply, send int con-
tains integer data (typically mesh metadata), while send real contains cell position
and solution variable data. The recv int and recv real storage structures will
receive the mesh and solution data received from all other MPI ranks.
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Each cell in the MPI rank’s domain is processed into the buffers, whether it is
moving to another processor or not. The data copied from each cell into send int is:
1. The global CV index of the cell;
2. The current refinement level of the cell; and
3. Any integer variables registered through the register variable() API; scalars
first, followed by vectors, and finally tensors.
Meanwhile, the send real structure copies the following data from each cell:
1. The (x, y, z) position of the cell centroid (3 words) to initialize the CV’s position
in the new mesh;
2. Any floating-point variables registered through the register variable() API;
scalars first, followed by vectors, and finally tensors.
The send int and send real buffers are then broadcast to the processes that will
need their data using MPI non-blocking point-to-point communications.
After this step, the partition map from Zoltan and the primary data structures
in FARCOM (i.e. the cv, face, node, nfacv, ifa and ifa0 arrays) are reallocated
to save memory. The entire mesh thus needs to be regenerated from the mesh and
solution data found in recv int and recv real, while the cell connectivity will need
to be extracted from the inbound cv, inbound cvn, inbound icv and inbound icvp
arrays.
5.4.4 Control Volume Regeneration and Neighbor Indexing
Each MPI rank can unpack the data in the recv int and recv real arrays in
a relatively straightforward manner to regenerate all internal cells of the cv array.
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However, the cell indices of the new mesh and the old mesh will usually differ, so the
adjacency graph stored in inbound cv, inbound cvn, inbound icv and inbound icvp
will need to be translated on the fly from old indices to new indices.
As every internal CV is regenerated by iterating over the recv int and recv real
arrays, a new local cell index i
{new}
l is assigned to it. In order to facilitate generating
neighboring connectivity information later, i
{new}
l is stored alongside the old global
cell index ig as a node in a linked list data structure. The linked list data structure
is the same that was used to generate refinement and coarsening queues, and a full
discussion of its properties is available in section 3.6.1. Its use here is to be able
to create a sorted ig → i{new}l map that can then be casted back into an array and
searched using a binary search algorithm.
Once all internal cells in the new mesh are generated, each MPI rank iterates
over its inbound icvp list to identify all CVs with neighbors that ended up residing
in other processors—in other words, to find the location of the new adjacency graph
edge cuts. Domain decomposition ghost cells will need to be created in this MPI rank
for each of these remote cells.
Each of the edge cuts in the inbound icvp array will be reflected as a row in the
communication zone arrays described in section 5.3. As the only information the
local rank knows about the remote cell across the cut edge is the global index ig, it
will need to request the remote cell’s i
{new}
l , mesh data, and solution variables from
the appropriate remote processor.
The edge cut count per rank is summed, and broadcast to other processors using
MPI collective communications. The edge cut count received from other processors
is used to generate storage space for the communication zones, the buffers with the
global CV indices requested from other ranks, and the lists of global CV indices that
other ranks are requesting.
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New send int and send real communication buffers are generated to store the
mesh and solution data for each cell the MPI rank needs to send. Corresponding
recv int and recv real of the same size are posted, as the strongly connected di-
graph nature of the FARCOM adjacency graph guarantees that they should be the same
size. The floating-point arrays are the same as described in the previous section, but
the integer buffers also include the following fields:
1. The local index i
{new}
l of the cell;
2. An additional repeat status integer to provide hints to the zone regeneration
algorithm on the remote processor.
5.4.5 Communication Cache Re-Initialization
As each MPI rank identifies a cell that was requested by another processor, it fills
the corresponding integer and floating-point buffers for each requested cell, and ini-
tializes the COMM ZONE OUT communication zone with its local information. The rows
in the communication zone are stored in the order that the requesting processor (i.e.
the processor where the lint cell is located) provided to simplify later synchronization
steps.
It is common for a processor to need the local index of a remote CV more than
once. (An easy to visualize example would be a refined and a coarse cell adjacent to
each other, but with an interprocessor boundary between them.) In these situations,
no attempt is made to remove the duplicates from the request list; the information
is sent as many times as needed to not force searches over the communication zone
array being generated. However, the corresponding repeat status field in send int
is set to 1 in all duplicate entries.
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Once all processors have found all requested cells, and the send int and send real
have been populated, they are broadcast back to the requesting MPI ranks using non-
blocking MPI point-to-point communications. The received data is used to generate
additional entries in the cv array containing the new domain decomposition cells.
As the domain decomposition ghost cells are generated in the receiving processors,
they receive a new local ghost index iˆ
{new}
l . This index corresponds to the lgh field
of the COMM ZONE IN data structure. Once assigned, the ig → iˆ{new}l mapping for
the decomposition ghost cell is added to the sorted linked list containing the search
database. Furthermore, the new domain decomposition ghost cells are also added
to the COMM ZONE IN communication zone in the order they were sent by the remote
processor (i.e. the processor where the rint cell is located). If a cell’s data contains
a non-zero repeat status, creation of the cell is skipped, but a new row is still added
to the COMM ZONE IN structure.
Since both the list of outbound communication cells (COMM ZONE OUT) and inbound
communication cells (COMM ZONE IN) are ordered based on how they appear on the
MPI rank that holds the internal cells (the local rank in the case of COMM ZONE OUT,
the remote rank for COMM ZONE IN), they can be fully initialized by pushing the lists
of internal cells across processors.
5.4.6 Face and Node Regeneration
The remaining part of the mesh regeneration process in each MPI rank can be
performed completely independently of all other processors in the simulation. First,
the search map linked list is converted to an array sorted in ascending ig order to
make use of binary search algorithms. Following this step, FARCOM iterates over every
CV in the mesh, and searches for each of the CV’s adjacency graph entries still stored
in inbound icvp to find i
{new}
l (for internal cells) or iˆ
{new}
l (for domain decomposition
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cells) and generates a face from the geometric information of the CV if it has not
already. The new face is added to the CSR data structure by updating the nfacv,
ifa, and if necessary, ifa0 array elements that correspond to the CV.
After all adjacency graphs are processed, FARCOM checks whether CVs have at
least one face along each of the six sides of the control volume (four faces in the case
of refined neighbors), and if they are missing any, generates new ones and appends
them to the CV’s CSR data structures.
Finally, FARCOM iterates over all the faces that were generated, and generates node
points at each of the corners, and alongside mid-edge nodes if necessary.
5.5 AMR at Decomposition Boundaries
The final point in the discussion of the parallelization of the FARCOM library is
to describe the modifications that needed to be performed on the mesh adaptation
kernels to have them work in multiprocessor simulations.
5.5.1 Refinement in Parallel
As described in section 3.3, the cell refinement kernel in FARCOM has the advantage
of strict locality—that is, the child cells generated as a result of bisecting the original
parent cell do not affect neighboring cells besides the addition of new bisected faces
to the neighboring control volumes’ CSR adjacency arrays. However, as a result of
the domain decomposition ghost cell architecture used to represent cuts in the global
adjacency graph, refining an internal CV adjacent to an interprocessor boundary will
require refining the corresponding decomposition ghost cell on the remote processor.
As an example of the procedure taken to refine domain decomposition ghost cells,
consider the situation in Fig. 5.2. MPI rank 1 (shown in blue) refines cell #1, which
creates two new boundary-adjacent local internal (lint) cells and thus an additional
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Figure 5.2: Connectivity across an interprocessor boundary after refinement, but
before a refinement message is delivered to the remote processor. MPI rank 1 has
created a new row in the communication zones between the two processors, but stil
retains some of the old information (highlighted in magenta) to use later when posting
refinement messages.
row in the COMM ZONE OUT and COMM ZONE IN communication tables. However, MPI
rank 0 (shown in red) still maintains now-invalid connectivity data in its own copies
of COMM ZONE OUT and COMM ZONE IN. Since MPI rank 1 is still aware of the remote
ghost index (rgh) that corresponds to the lint cell that was just refined, it will post
a refinement message to MPI rank 0 notifying it that it needs to refine rank 0’s cell
#995.
Individual refinement messages are posted for every adjacency graph edge that is
modified by a refinement operation. Due to their intent as lightweight structures for
updating ghost cell solution variables, communication zone structures only store the
index mapping lint→ rgh in the outbound communications table, and lgh← rint
in the inbound communications table. Unfortunately, there is no guarantee that the
two halves of the adjacency graph are located in the same row index of both tables.
In order to prevent expensive searches, a heavyweight data structure that rep-
resents the full neighborhood around the adjacency graph is used. This edge data
structure contains the following fields:
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• A general status flag marker that marks which kind of mesh modification oper-
ation took place (edgetype)
• Status flags that mark the processing status of any pending outbound and
inbound messages (send status and recv status)
• The index of the internal cell on this processor’s side of the domain decompo-
sition boundary (lint)
• The index of the domain decomposition ghost cell stored on this processor (lgh)
• The index of the internal cell on the other processor’s side of the domain de-
composition boundary using the remote processor’s cell numbering (rint)
• The index of the domain decomposition ghost cell that resides on the other
processor using the remote processor’s cell numbering (rgh)
Every edge object also contains the following fields, which are used to communi-
cate that this MPI rank refined lint:
• The indices of the eight cells that were created during a refinement of the lint
CV (local child cvs)
• The indices of the eight potential domain decomposition cells that could be
created in the remote processor as a result of the refinement of the lint CV
(remote ghost childs)
• How many adjacency graph edges link to each new ghost cell created in the
remote processor (remote edge cuts)
• All internal cells in the remote processor, and that share a face with the child
ghost cells it just had to create (remote neighbors).
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As it is also possible for a remote processor to refine its internal cell (which the
current MPI rank knows as rint), every element of the edge array also contains the
following fields to handle the refinement of rint:
• The indices of the eight cells that the other processor created when it refined
the rint CV (remote child cvs)
• The indices of the eight cells that would be created in this processor as a result
of the other processor refining its rint CV (local ghost childs)
• How many adjacency graph edge link to each new ghost cell created in this
processor (local edge cuts)
• All internal cells that belong to this processor, and that share a face with the
newly created ghost cells (local neighbors).
The process to synchronize the interprocessor connectivity caches is broken into
several segments. To begin, if it hasn’t been done already by previous refinement
operations, the sending rank initializes its edge data structures. As part of the edge
initialization process, the sender processor generates an edge array element for each
cut edge in its portion of the global adjacency graph. This is done by iterating over
all cells in the outbound communications zone and checking the zone metadata of
the neighboring domain decomposition cells to prevent inbound communications zone
array elements from being visited more than once. The initialization process will also
fill each row of the edge array with the values for lint, lgh, rint and rgh that are
stored in the zone arrays, and sets all edges to ”inert” (i.e. unmodified by refinement
operations).
Once all edge structures are initialized, the sender processor finds the edge that
corresponds to the {lint, lgh} cell pair before the mesh connectivity is completely
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destroyed during a boundary-adjacent refinement operation. The indices of the eight
new child cells that are being created are stored within the local child cvs fields
of the edge. The edge status is changed to a ”sending refinement message” state,
or a ”sending and receiving refinement messages” state if the remote processor also
refined its own internal cell.
The sending and receiving processors interchange edge structure data using MPI
non-blocking point-to-point communications after they are done with their respective
refinement passes. The ranks then begin parsing each received refinement message.
For every received message, the receiving processor finds the edge that corresponds
to the {rint, rgh} cell pair it received, and stores the child CV indices it received
into the remote child cvs field of the edge data type.
The receiving processor then proceeds to refine the domain decomposition ghost
cell stored in the lgh field. The refinement algorithm for ghost cells is similar in
nature to that described in section 3.3, with the modification that it verifies that the
child control volumes being generated actually share a face with a cell in the sending
processor. Child CVs that do not share any faces with the sending processors are not
given a child CV number, and are discarded at the end of the ghost cell refinement
operation.
After the domain decomposition ghost cells have been created in the receiving
processor, the receiving processor stores the indices of the ghost cells it just created
into the local ghost childs field of the edge element, as well as the number of
times the internal cells of the sending processor link to the each of the newly-created
ghost cells. These interprocessor face counts are stored in the local edge cuts field.
Finally, the list of neighboring internal CVs bordering the 8 new ghost child CVs is
stored in CSR representation in the local neighbors field, with local edge cuts
serving as the number of edge cuts per ghost cell.
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Figure 5.3: Synchronization of interprocessor connectivity through the refinement
message parsing process. MPI rank 0 has been asked to refine its domain decompo-
sition ghost cell (lgh = 995) for the edge connecting the (113, 995) cell pair (green).
MPI rank 0 is informed that the remote integer CV (rint = 1) was replaced with
new cells (indices in orange). MPI rank 0 only creates the ghost cells it needs, and
discards the rest. After creating new refined ghost cells, MPI rank 0 sends their
indices (orange) back to MPI rank 1 using rank 0’s addressing scheme (magenta).
After all refinement messages have been parsed, the interprocessor connectivity is
in a state that is illustrated by Fig. 5.3. While the receiving processor (MPI rank 0)
can completely update its communication caches using the data it has, the original
sending processor (MPI rank 1) still needs to be notified about the mesh changes that
occurred in MPI rank 0.
To communicate the mesh changes that occurred in the receiving processor as
a result of the refinement of the domain decomposition ghost cell, refinement up-
date messages need to be prepared by the receiving processor, and broadcast to the
sending processor. These messages contain the contents of the local ghost childs,
local edge cuts and local neighbors fields, and are sent to the originating pro-
cessors using non-blocking MPI point to point communications.
The originating MPI rank stores the fields it received from the receiving processor
into the remote ghost childs, remote edge cuts and remote neighbors fields of
the corresponding edge. Both processors now have full connectivity information of
the modified edge, and can use it to regenerate their communication zone arrays.
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Figure 5.4: Finalization of interprocessor connectivity through the refinement mes-
sage update parsing process. MPI rank 1 has been notified that MPI rank 0 has
refined the domain decompoistion cell that corresponds to the (113, 995) cell pair
using rank 0’s addressing scheme (magenta). MPI rank 1 searches its edge list until
it finds the correct cell pair (green), and updates its communication caches using the
updated indexing information provided by rank 0 (orange).
The end state of the interprocessor connectivity after the processing of all refinement
update messages is shown in Fig. 5.4.
5.5.2 Coarsening in Parallel
Finally, as detailed in section 3.4, the coarsening operation is not strictly local,
and will require gathering the eight cells that comprise the coarsened parent cell.
Unfortunately, when the domain is decomposed by the graph partitioner library, it
is commonly the case for an interprocessor boundary to be placed between the eight
sibling cells that comprise the coarsened parent CV. Currently, this situation is not
handled by the FARCOM library, as simple solutions such as transferring all cells to
a single MPI rank and coarsening the cell run into degenerate edge cases with low
per-processor cell counts.
Additionally, coarsening of a sibling cell group where some of the cells are adja-
cent to the interprocessor boundary is also currently unimplemented. It is possible to
extend the edge auxiliary communication structures used in refinement to accommo-
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date bi-directional coarsening messages that would update and/or merge faces, but
quarter-edge nodes are not easily detectable, which can introduce violations to the
graded mesh constraint.
Removing these limitations is an area for future development work in the library.
In practice, load rebalancing mitigates these restrictions, as the graph partitioner
will often relocate the CV prevented from being coarsened back into the interior of a
MPI rank’s computational domain. However, if the graph partitioner is calibrated to
minimize redistribution cost as opposed to edge cut, it can prevent cells from moving
into the interior of the domain, increasing the computational cost of the solution.
An example of this is shown in section 7.4, where the Hilbert space-filling curve
partitioner’s cell count gradually grew to 18 − 20 million cells, while the PT-Scotch
partitioner’s cell count remained constant at 13 − 14 million cells when running the
same test case.
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Chapter 6
APPLICATION EXAMPLES
6.1 Generation of Complex Static Meshes: Terrain Model
As stated previously, FARCOM was designed with the intent to be used in a variety
of applications across disciplines. An example of one of those additional areas of
usability comes from geophysics. In the earth sciences, the terrain of an area is of
fundamental importance in a variety of hydrological, meteorological, and biological
processes, among others, and digital elevation models have become important tools
for geophysicists studying those processes (Moore et al., 1991). Terrain models have
become engrained in flood modeling (Nunes Correia et al., 1998), and wildland fire
modeling (Stratton, 2006); and while mesoscale weather models have begun to model
complex terrain (Prasad et al., 2017), this capability is still beyond the reach of the
current global operational models.
With that background in mind, the meshing of the local topography near Phoenix,
Arizona was set as a test case to verify the ability of FARCOM to generate high-
resolution adaptive meshes around complex boundaries. The elevation data was ob-
tained from the results of the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission flown by Space
Shuttle Endeavour in February 2000 (Farr et al., 2007). This terrain model was se-
lected due to its ease of availability (the data is available free of charge from the
United States Geological Survey in band-interlaced-line format) and its high quality
(approximately 90 m resolution over much of the Earth, improved to 30 m resolu-
tion over the United States, and having only infrequent gaps in coverage). The data
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Figure 6.1: Source map of elevation data for 33− 34◦ N, 111− 112◦ W, northeast of
Phoenix, Arizona. White areas represent high elevations, while black represents low
elevations. Data available from the U.S. Geological Survey.
corresponds to the 1-arcsecond terrain data (30 meter resolution) between latitudes
33− 34◦ N and longitudes 111− 112◦ W, as shown in Fig. 6.1.
The BIL format can be converted into a format readable by Fortran very easily, so
details about the conversion will not be presented in this discussion. Since the terrain
dataset can be conceived as a plane with 3600 data points in both the x- and y-axes
(1◦ = 3600′′), the elevation data can be used as a high-resolution database to query.
The gaps in the elevation database were filled by nearest-neighbor interpolation when
a missing point had two or more adjacent data points with non-zero data.
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The vertical boundaries of the domain are based upon the extreme elevations in
the data (in this case, 295–2305 m). The height Hmin corresponding to z = 0 was
set to 100 m below sea level, while Hmax corresponding to z = 1 was set to thrice
the maximum elevation in the dataset. Once the extremes of the domain were set,
each cell center’s z-coordinate was used as a non-dimensional height, which could be
converted to a dimensional height h per the following linear relationship:
h(z) = z (Hmax −Hmin) +Hmin (6.1)
Although the terrain elevation is not a proper level set per se (it is neither a
distance function nor smooth), it is sufficiently close to one to be able to use the
refinement level curves described in section 4.2.2 without modification. Thus, using
the h(z) field as a stand-in for a signed-distance level set function, FARCOM was ini-
tialized for the topography mesh with an 8x8x8 initial grid, a maximum refinement
level Lmax = 6 (256x256x256 max resolution), and an inverse exponential level curve.
A top view of the resulting mesh (with cells with heights above the terrain surface
removed for clarity) is shown in Fig. 6.2, with an angled view shown in Fig. 6.3.
The resulting mesh has 983,923 control volumes. If a homogeneous 256x256x236
grid had been used to model the problem, the resulting mesh would have 16,777,216
cells. The adaptively refined mesh has 94.1% less cells than the homogeneously fine
grid, and was generated without time-consuming human interaction. Additionally,
even though the capability was not used for this test case, the same infrastructure
routines that allow for the removal of obsolete cells during refinement and coarsening
can be used to remove cells that are guaranteed to not have any flow (e.g. cells under
the terrain surface). This option becomes important in applications where the flow
volume is small when compared to the volume of the computational domain, such as
is the case in cardiovascular flows.
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Figure 6.2: Top view of mesh produced from elevation data for 33 − 34◦ N, 111 −
112◦ W, northeast of Phoenix, Arizona. Mesh tilted slightly to show the three-
dimensionality of the mesh. Red areas represent high elevations, while blue represents
low elevations.
Figure 6.3: Lateral view of mesh produced from elevation data for 33 − 34◦ N,
111− 112◦ W, northeast of Phoenix, Arizona. Colors are the same as in the previous
figure. White lines delineate grid cells above the terrain’s surface.
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The library’s capability for automated mesh generation pairs well with immersed
boundary method formulations. While it is not currently implemented on top of
FARCOM, the immersed boundary method pioneered by Peskin (1972) is a natural
extension of the capabilities of the library, and is a focus point for future work on
FARCOM.
6.2 Dynamic Mesh Refinement: Scalar Advection
6.2.1 Governing Equations
While the ability to generate static meshes without human intervention is an im-
portant feature of FARCOM, it is ultimately necessary to test the library’s capability to
track moving interfaces. Moving meshes can require extensive mesh modification at
every time step if the interface moves a considerable distance throughout the simula-
tion, so the moving mesh case becomes a stress-test of the library’s ability to refine
and coarsen large numbers of cells while retaining internal consistency. Therefore, in
order to perform this numerical experiment, a test case was developed based upon
the scalar transport equation.
For an arbitrary extensive property X and its corresponding intensive property χ,
the scalar transport equation can be derived from the Reynolds Transport Theorem
for a control volume Ω and a steady control surface ∂Ω with no body forces acting
on the control volume:
DX
Dt
=
∫
Ω
∂
∂t
(ρχ)dV +
∫
∂Ω
(ρχ)v¯ · nˆdS (6.2)
If the extensive property X is conserved, then by applying the conservation law
DX/Dt = 0, the integral form of the equation for the time evolution of the intensive
property χ becomes:
∂χ
∂t
= − 1
V
∫
∂Ω
(ρχ)v¯ · nˆdS (6.3)
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While the level set is not a conserved quantity, a frequently-used approximation
(Sethian and Smereka, 2003) is to set χ = φ in Eq. 6.3 to obtain the integral form of
the scalar transport equation for the level set field:
∂φ
∂t
= − 1
V
∫
∂Ω
(ρφ)v¯ · nˆdS (6.4)
The level set equation now has to be discretized, and a finite-volume first-order
upwind spatial discretization and a forward Euler temporal discretization were se-
lected for this test case. This numerical method is severely diffusive in character, but
is adequate enough to test FARCOM’s ability to follow a moving feature. When the
discretizations are applied, this results in the following discrete form:
(ρφ)n+1i = (ρφ)
n
i −
∆t
V
N∑
i=1
(ρφ)∗i (v¯ · nˆ)iAi (6.5)
In Eq. 6.5, the (ρφ)∗i term is evaluated at the cell center upwind of the i
th face. Due
to the cell-centered storage structure being used, the (v¯ · nˆ)i must be projected to the
ith face using a weighted average of the velocities normal to the face in both of the
cells connected by the face:
(v¯ · nˆ)i = (xˆf − xˆ1)(v¯ · nˆ)2 + (xˆ2 − xˆf )(v¯ · nˆ)1
xˆ2 − xˆ1 (6.6)
In Eq. 6.6, xˆf is the position of the face in the coordinate axis normal to the face;
xˆ1 and xˆ2 are the position of the cell centers in the same coordinate axis, while (v¯ · nˆ)1
and (v¯ · nˆ)2 are the face-normal velocities stored in the cell centers.
6.2.2 Zalesak Disk
If given a prescribed velocity field, the scalar field can be advected throughout
the domain, and FARCOM’s ability to refine its mesh based on the interface’s position
can be verified. Following the notched disk test case by Zalesak (1979) described in
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Figure 6.4: Adaptive mesh for the rotating notched disk test case formulated in
Zalesak (1979), at time t = 0 s. Colors correspond to the distance to the interface.
White cells are located inside the notched disk.
section 4.2.2, the velocity field v¯(x, y, z) is set equal to (0.5−y, x−0.5, 0) throughout
the domain. The domain is initially discretized with an 8x8x8 initial grid, and set to
refine up to 5 levels (equivalent to an equivalent of 128x128x128 cells at the maximum
refinement level). The disk is then rotated for 628 time steps of with a constant
∆t = pi/314 (i.e. the disk is rotated for one revolution). Refinement and coarsening
criteria for φ were set using an inverse exponential level curve refinement curve. The
simulation was done in serial in a 2009 Apple MacBook.
As seen in Fig. 6.4–6.8, the method is very diffusive, and the notch in the disk
is quickly lost. However, FARCOM is still capable of tracking the deformations in
the mesh correctly, and adaptively modifying the mesh to maintain a high level of
refinement near the new location of the interface. The mesh contained 242,656 cells
at the start of the simulation—an 88.4% decrease over a homogeneous 128x128x128
mesh—a number well within the capability of being run on a laptop. (The number
of cells at later times in the simulation loses significance due to the heavy diffusivity
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Figure 6.5: Adaptive mesh for the rotating notched disk test case formulated in
Zalesak (1979), at time t = 1.571 s. Colors correspond to the distance to the interface.
White cells are located inside the notched disk.
Figure 6.6: Adaptive mesh for the rotating notched disk test case formulated in
Zalesak (1979), at time t = 3.142 s. Colors correspond to the distance to the interface.
White cells are located inside the notched disk.
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Figure 6.7: Adaptive mesh for the rotating notched disk test case formulated in
Zalesak (1979), at time t = 4.712 s. Colors correspond to the distance to the interface.
White cells are located inside the notched disk.
Figure 6.8: Adaptive mesh for the rotating notched disk test case formulated in
Zalesak (1979), at time t = 6.283 s. Colors correspond to the distance to the interface.
White cells are located inside the notched disk.
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of the numerical method.) These results verify the ability of FARCOM to extensively
modify its mesh without losing internal consistency.
6.3 Dynamic Mesh Refinement in Parallel: Compressible Flow
A more stringent test of FARCOM’s capabilities requires the mesh generation and
dynamic mesh capabilities of the library to be tested across a multi-processor simula-
tion. The test cases chosen for this demonstration are based on the Euler equations
that are used to model compressible flow.
6.3.1 Governing Equations
In general, three-dimensional hyperbolic conservation laws in conservative form
are expressed in the following form (LeVeque, 1988):
ut + f(u)x + g(u)y + h(u)z = 0 (6.7)
In Eq. 6.7, u is the vector of solution variables, while f , g and h are the vector
fluxes on the x, y and z directions. For the Euler equations, the solution variable and
flux vectors can be expressed as follows (Roe, 1981):
u =

ρ
ρu
ρv
ρw
ρe

, f =

ρu
p+ ρu2
ρuv
ρuw
ρu(p+ e)

, g =

ρv
ρuv
p+ ρv2
ρvw
ρv(p+ e)

, h =

ρw
ρuw
ρvw
p+ ρw2
ρw(p+ e)

(6.8)
There are five equations and six unknowns in the system of equations. In order
to close the system, a polytropic equation of state is used:
p = (γ − 1)
[
e− 1
2
ρ
(
u2 + v2 + w2
)]
(6.9)
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Within a finite volume formulation, the values of the density ρ, the velocity vector
components u, v, w, the pressure p and the total energy e can be considered constant
throughout the volume of an individual CV. However, if this assumption were made
(as in Godunov’s method), then differences in the values of the state vector u at the
interface between two adjacent cells become discontinuities. This creates an initial
value problem centered on the face at xf separating two CVs (denoted here by Ωl
and Ωr):
u(xf , 0) = u0(xf ) =
ul, x < xfur, x > xf (6.10)
The initial value problem that describes the evolution of the discontinuities is
known as the Riemann problem. The numerical methods used in this section, at their
core, solve a Riemann problem at every face in the domain, and use the information
from the Riemann problem’s solution to update the state vector ui of every cell Ωi
in the domain.
Roe (1981) proposed to approximate the solution to the Riemann problem by
introducing a parameter vector w:
w =
√
ρ

1
u
v
w
(e+ p)/ρ

(6.11)
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The average of the state vectors ul and ur on both sides of the face is computed
to calculate the average velocities u¯f , v¯f , w¯f and the average enthalpy H¯f at the face:
u¯f =
√
ρlul +
√
ρrur√
ρl +
√
ρr
(6.12)
v¯f =
√
ρlvl +
√
ρrvr√
ρl +
√
ρr
(6.13)
w¯f =
√
ρlwl +
√
ρrwr√
ρl +
√
ρr
(6.14)
H¯f =
el+pl√
ρl
+ er+pr√
ρr√
ρl +
√
ρr
(6.15)
These quantities are then used to compute the five eigenvalues a1f , a
2
f , . . . , a
5
f of
that correspond to the eigenvectors epf of the solution for the Riemann problem for
face f . In the interest of brevity, the equations for the pth eigenvalue apf and its
corresponding eigenvector epf from Roe (1981) will not be repeated here.
LeVeque (1997) recognized that the five eigenvalues apf and eigenvectors e
p
f pro-
duced by the Roe approximate solver correspond to three waves that move at constant
speeds: a rarefaction wave, a contact discontinuity, and a shock wave. (Three of the
eigenvectors have the same eigenvalue, which is the characteristic speed of the contact
discontinuity.) The combined effects of the left-going flux A−∆qr and the right-going
flux A+∆ql can be assembled by splitting those eigenvalues based on their sign, and
values produced by this flux-splitting are given in Eq. 6.16:
A−∆qr =
5∑
p=1
min(apf , 0)e
p
f (6.16)
A+∆ql =
5∑
p=1
max(apf , 0)e
p
f (6.17)
Thus, a difference equation can be written for the new value of u
(n+1)
i at the next
time step if a forward Euler time discretization is applied:
u
(n+1)
i = u
(n)
i −
∆t
∆x
(A−∆qr +A+∆ql) (6.18)
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FARCOM solves Eq. 6.18 for every face in the computational domain that is per-
pendicular to the xˆ direction, then followed for every face normal to yˆ, and finally
the faces normal to the zˆ axis. While no transverse terms are computed during the
computation of the Roe approximation to the Riemann problem, FARCOM does im-
plement the entropy fix by Harten and Hyman (1983) to prevent rarefaction shocks
from forming, and applies the second-order slope limiter proposed by van Leer (1979)
instead of the piece-wise constant Godunov approximation.
For multi-dimensional cases, dimensional splitting is used. In dimensionally split
schemes, Eq. 6.7 is solved in one dimension (the xˆ axis) first to update ut using only
the flux (i.e. f(u)x) along that dimension. The process is repeated in the yˆ direction
using the g(u∗)y flux, and the update for the faces perpendicular to the zˆ direction
uses h(u∗∗)z. Thus, the difference equation to update the state vector for cell Ωi
becomes:
u∗i =u
(n)
i −
∆t
∆x
(A−∆qj+ +A+∆qj−) (6.19)
u∗∗i =u
∗
i −
∆t
∆y
(B−∆qk+ + B+∆qk−) (6.20)
u
(n+1)
i =u
∗∗
i −
∆t
∆z
(C−∆ql+ + C+∆ql−) (6.21)
In Eq. 6.19, B∆qk and C∆ql correspond to the split fluxes along the yˆ and zˆ
directions. The indices j+, k+, and l+ correspond to the right, top, and front faces of
Ωi, while j−, k−, and l− symbolize the indices of the left, bottom, and back faces of
the cell.
Both Eq. 6.18 and Eq. 6.19 depend on the contributions from faces on both sides of
the CV’s centroid, which impacts parallelization of the flow solver. If an interprocessor
boundary lies at the face ql, an MPI rank can process the split flux A+∆ql using its
own internal cell information; however, the A−∆qr+ portion of the update requires
state vector information from the another MPI rank’s internal cells. The approach
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chosen to resolve this issue is to push the all five wave packets Wp = apfepf for faces
opposite intercommunication boundaries through the ghost-cell communication cache
structures. With five Euler equations and five wave packets, each face needs to send
at least 25 floating-point variables per time step.
6.3.2 Sod Shock Tube
To verify the correct implementation of the method, a 1-D simulation of the shock
tube test problem by Sod (1978) was run with a CFL number of 0.9. The domain
was initialized with a 128x1x1 base mesh with four refinement levels active for a
maximum resolution of 1024x8x8. Refinement was triggered based on ∇ρ and ∇p; if
either of the gradients exceeded a threshold value of φmax = 50, their cells were tagged
to be refined to the finest level. Intermediate refinement thresholds were based on
the refinement level curves described in section 4.2.2, with a refinement level curve
φˆ (`) = φmaxe
(−2(`−1)).
As a comparison, runs with refinement disabled at the 128x1x1 and 1024x8x8
meshes were performed. The results of these runs are shown in Figs. 6.9–6.12, with
true errors computed for all three meshes shown in Fig. 6.13. Near the rarefaction
fan, contact discontinuity, and shock wave, the AMR solution (blue) retains the full
resolution of the fine mesh run (red); however, farther away, error increases, becoming
sometimes even less accurate than the coarse mesh.
The reason for this excessive numerical error is the aggressive coarsening that
occurs when localized refinement selectors (such as the gradient-based functions used
here) are used with refinement curves. To retain high accuracy, coarsening needs to
prevented for some distance away from the feature of interest; this idea led directly
to the development of the band growth algorithm described in section 4.3.2.
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Figure 6.9: Pressure field in the Sod (1978) shock tube test case.
Figure 6.10: Density field in the Sod (1978) shock tube test case.
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Figure 6.11: Velocity magnitude in the Sod (1978) shock tube test case.
Figure 6.12: Refinement level of the simulation in the Sod (1978) shock tube test
case with AMR enabled.
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Figure 6.13: Absolute true errors for ρ, ρu, and p in the Sod (1978) shock tube test
case. Error values shown for the coarse mesh (yellow), the fine mesh (red) and the
AMR mesh (blue).
Repeating the simulations with a band growth algorithm, and setting the min-
imum band thickness to 4 cells away from the interface resulted in a substantial
improvement in the numerical error, as can be seen in Fig. 6.14.
6.3.3 Multi-Dimensional Riemann Problems
The next test cases for the FARCOM library were the two-dimensional Riemann
problems proposed by Schulz-Rinne et al. (1993) and explored by Liska and Wendroff
(2003) to compare different numerical schemes for the Euler equations.
Simulations for cases 3, 6, 12 and 15 in Liska and Wendroff (2003) were performed
using AMR on multiple processors. For the sake of brevity, the discussion here will
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Figure 6.14: Absolute true errors for ρ, ρu, and p in the Sod (1978) shock tube
test case. Error values shown for the coarse mesh (yellow), the fine mesh (red), AMR
mesh without band growth (blue) and AMR mesh with band growth (green).
focus on the results from case #15, which corresponds to configuration G from Schulz-
Rinne et al. (1993).
The domain x = [0, 1], y = [0, 1] is initialized with 64x64x1 control volumes, with
six levels of refinement active using the bandgrowth algorithm from section 4.3.2.
Refinement criteria for this simulation was based on max(∇ρ,∇p) > 5 triggering
refinement to the finest mesh level, and four cells in each nested refinement band
radiating outwards around each maximally refined CV. The finest mesh has resolution
equivalent to a 2048x2048x32 domain with 134 million cells. The initial condition for
the simulation separates the computational domain into four quadrants of equal size,
with the primitive variables ρ, p, u and v prescribed in each quadrant:
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Table 6.1: Initial conditions for p, ρ, u and v in case #15 (Liska and Wendroff, 2003)
Primitive variable NW quadrant SW quadrant NE quadrant SE quadrant
p 0.4 0.4 1.0 0.4
ρ 0.5197 0.8 1.0 0.5313
u -0.6259 0.1 0.1 0.1
v -0.3 -0.3 -0.3 0.4276
As the initial conditions are prescribed in terms of the primitive variables ρ, u, v
and p, but the 2-D Euler equations are derived in terms of the conservative variables
ρ, ρu, ρv and ρe, the initial conditions values are cast to conservative form using the
polytropic equation of state in Eq. 6.9.
The solution was time-advanced from t = 0 to t = 0.2 using a CFL constraint
of 0.45, and refinement, coarsening and load balancing across 20 MPI ranks were
active during every step of the simulation. As a result of the CFL constraint, the
simulation took 1900 time steps to run to completion. The initial and final states of
the simulation are shown in Figs. 6.15–6.18.
In spite of the broad, growing area that needs to undergo refinement as a result of
the rarefaction fan, the simulation had 31.8 million internal cells (32.2 million total
CVs when ghost cells are included) at the end of the run. This symbolizes a 76%
reduction of the cells in the domain.
6.4 Higher-Order Methods with AMR: Diffusive Interface Modeling
A final example of the flexibility of the FARCOM library is presented in this section
through the implementation of a compressible solver to simulate atomization for high-
speed multiphase flows on top of the library.
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Figure 6.15: Initial condition of the 2-D Riemann problem from Liska and Wendroff
(2003). Colors indicate p, while contours for ρ = [0.43, 0.99],∆ρ = 0.02 are in white.
Figure 6.16: Initial condition of the 2-D Riemann problem from Liska and Wendroff
(2003). Schlieren visualization (grayscale), cell size (overset mesh) and cell rank (mesh
line colors) are visible.
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Figure 6.17: Solution state of the 2-D Riemann problem from Liska and Wendroff
(2003) at t = 0.2 (end of simulation). Colors indicate p, while contours for ρ =
[0.43, 0.99],∆ρ = 0.02 are in white.
Figure 6.18: Solution state of the 2-D Riemann problem from Liska and Wendroff
(2003) at t = 0.2 (end of simulation). Schlieren visualization (grayscale), cell size
(overset mesh) and cell rank (mesh line colors) are visible.
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The numerical method in this section is described in full detail in the co-authored
work by Fritz et al. (2019), and is being prepared for peer-reviewed publication. In
broad strokes, it utilizes Garrick et al. (2017)’s modified Harten–Lax–van Leer Con-
tact (HLLC) approximate Riemann solver to solve the five-equation model proposed
by Allaire et al. (2002).
A snapshot of the numerical solution for a Mach 3 shock impacting a water col-
umn with Weber number We = ∞ test case by Chang and Liou (2007) and the
corresponding AMR mesh is shown in Figs. 6.19–6.20. The simulation was performed
on a 300x200x1 initial mesh with 3 levels of refinement active. Three independent
refinement criteria were used: Any cells containing liquid (volume fraction α > 1e−4)
were set to be maximally refined, as did any cells with ∇ρ > 1×104 or ∇p > 1×102.
The refinement bands were then propagated five cells in each direction away from the
triggering cells using the band growth algorithm from section 4.3.2.
This simulation was performed on 140 cores in the Agave HPC cluster at Arizona
State University. At the end of the run, the mesh contained 1.468 million cells, which
is a cell count reduction of 61.7% when compared to the 3.84 million cells that a
uniform mesh with the same maximum resolution would have.
Of direct relevance to this dissertation’s presentation of the FARCOM infrastructure
is the methodology used at interprocessor boundaries to implement the five-point
stencils required by the use of WENO-Z schemes (Borges et al., 2008). Since WENO-
Z has a numerical stencil that requires solution variables not in the immediate vicinity
of a cell, reconstruction of a locally structured mesh is required to obtain the left and
right state vectors ql, qr around distant faces.
In the example illustrated in Fig. 6.21, MPI rank 0 (the remote processor) requires
the information stored several cells away from the domain decomposition boundary
within MPI rank 1 (dark blue shaded cells). In order to make that information
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Figure 6.19: Schlieren imagery of a Mach 3 shock impacting a water column with
We = ∞ from numerical simulations using the FARCOM library and the numerical
method from Fritz et al. (2019).
Figure 6.20: Velocity field of a Mach 3 shock impacting a water column with We =
∞ from numerical simulations using the FARCOM library and the numerical method
from Fritz et al. (2019). The AMR mesh is ovelaid on top of the solution field.
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Figure 6.21: Wide-stencil reconstruction across interprocessor boundaries. All blue
cells are internal to MPI rank 1. In order to send the solution variables needed by MPI
rank 0 to complete its WENO-Z stencil, MPI rank 1 stores the values and refinement
level data of the seven layers of cells away from the interprocessor boundary face
(intermediate shading) and sends them to MPI rank 0. MPI rank 0 can determine
on its own that it only needs the data from a limited number of layers (dark blue
shading) to generate the virtual cells (black outline) to complete its stencil.
available to rank 0, MPI rank 1 begins a reconstruction operation away from the
domain decomposition face.
Since there can be variations in refinement level within its internal cells, MPI
rank 1 begins appending seven different child layers (intermediate blue shading) to
an auxiliary array. This array contains the state vectors qi for each cell in the swath,
as well as the refinement level of these cells. Each child layer can have up to four
CVs. Currently, only one refinement level change within the child layer bands is
tolerated, which is addressed by having a sufficiently thick band during the band
growth algorithm from section 4.3.2.
Returning to the example from Fig. 6.21, the boundary-adjacent internal cell (CV
#17) will push the collected qi and refinement level metadata to the corresponding
domain decomposition cell in MPI rank 0 using the COMM ZONE OUT communication
caches. MPI rank 0 can then iterate through the received data to generate three
virtual cells with the same refinement level as its boundary-adjacent CV (thick black
outlines), and can apply the solution variable refinement and coarsening kernels from
section 3.5 on the received qi as necessary.
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Chapter 7
SCALABILITY ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
This chapter concludes the discussion of the FARCOM library by providing a robust
analysis of its parallel performance.
7.1 Problem Setup
In order to stress test the library’s performance in a reproducible way, a test case
that generated a large amount of mesh refinement and coarsening throughout the
simulation is needed. Yet, the test problem needs to maintain a relatively constant
CV count so that reasonable average statistics can be obtained.
The problem chosen for the scalability study runs is the propagation of a normal
shock from left to right across the domain (x ∈ [0, 1], y ∈ [0, 4], z ∈ [0, 4]). The
shock is oriented perpendicular to the x axis, so a large number of cells in the y − z
plane undergo refinement at any given time. The shock is located at x = x0 = 0.5
at the initial time step, and 100 time steps of the Leveque wave propagation scheme
described in section 6.3 are run before ending the runs.
Initial conditions on both sides of the shock are designed to minimize the influ-
ence of the rarefaction wave and contact discontinuity eigenvectors of the Riemann
problem. These values are derived from LeVeque (2002) and are reproduced in the
table below:
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Table 7.1: Initial conditions for p, ρ, u and v in the shock propagation scalability
test case
Primitive variable x < x0 x > x0
p 2.0 1.0
ρ 1.625 1.0
u 1.62017 1.0
v 0.0 0.0
w 0.0 0.0
7.2 FARCOM Timing Infrastructure
7.2.1 Implementation and Post-Processing
FARCOM includes the ability to time most portions of its code using high-resolution
timers provided by the underlying MPI implementations. These timers provide a
customizable level of detail when analyzing the parallel performance of the code. An
exhaustive list of all 48 timers implemented in the library is available in Appendix E.
The timing runs presented in this chapter used the most detailed level of instru-
mentation available in the library (--instrumented 3). By design, the timers are
implemented in a way that allows only one timer to be active at a time; thus, the time
spent executing the band growth algorithm from section 4.3.2 during the main AMR
refinement pass (which is measured using the amr check grid:refine:fastmarch
timer) is not added to the time of the refinement pass’s time (reported through the
amr check grid:refine timer). The results presented in the rest of this chapter have
been post-processed to aggregate all sub-timer data back to the main timer using the
classifications defined on Appendix E.
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Post-processed results of all simulations in this chapter area available in Ap-
pendix F. In these results, the timing values for the initial time step were sepa-
rated and listed independently as the (”InitMesh”) timer. The remainder of the code
execution is stored in the ”DynamicRun” timer aggregate, and accounts for the cu-
mulative time spent in steps 2–99 of the run. The time at which the entire simulation
completed is shown as ”exec-complete”. A complete discussion of the post-processing
performed to produce the aggregate results from the raw timing data is presented in
Appendix F.
The ”DynamicRun” aggregate is further decomposed to give insight into the be-
havior of the major components of the library. First, all stages of the queue-based
dynamic mesh adaptation (refinement, coarsening, mesh cleanup, and numerical ghost
cell generation) were included in the ”AMR” timer. Preliminary steps for load rebal-
ancing that are taken by the queue AMR subroutines (e.g. imbalance calculations)
are also included in the ”AMR” timer.
When load rebalancing is triggered, the processing of the partitioned adjacency
graph and mesh redistribution are timed, and their cumulative results are presented in
the ”ProcessGraph” timer. The mesh regeneration triggered by the load rebalancing
operation is listed in the results as ”MeshRegen”. Finally, ghost cell and interproces-
sor metadata updates (”UtilityComms”) as well as the flow solver ”FlowSolver” are
presented separately.
7.2.2 I/O Timing
Preliminary runs on small meshes (not shown here) showed I/O timing to be
approximately constant as a fraction of processor size in the Agave cluster at Arizona
State University, and had negative speedup in the Stampede2 cluster at the Texas
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Advanced Computing Center’s Stampede2 cluster. The latter is likely a result of
using default stripe sizes on the cluster’s Lustre file system.
In order to make the most use of the limited compute hours available on the
Stampede2 cluster, there was no attempt to tune I/O performance on the cluster, so
I/O of solution variables was disabled. To be able to make meaningful comparisons,
I/O was disabled for all runs through command-line parameters, whether they were
run on Stampede2 or Agave.
While the I/O was disabled, the ”dump soln” timer that encapsulates all calls to
the I/O handlers was not; as the subroutines exit immediately, the timer completes
in O(10−3) seconds, several orders of magnitude faster than all other timers. Thus,
the timer does not appear on the subsequent plots in this chapter.
7.3 Results and Discussion
Three different scalability studies were performed using FARCOM for the problem de-
scribed in section 7.1. The three studies will be described briefly in the next sections,
and analysis of the observations from the studies will be presented in section 7.4.
7.3.1 Graph Partitioner Scalability
Given the availability of multiple load partitioners through the Zoltan library,
one of the first questions one might ask is which one works the best with FARCOM.
To answer this, simulations were performed on the Agave cluster at Arizona State
University. The runs used the cluster’s Xeon Broadwell nodes, which have 28 cores
and 128 GB of RAM each. FARCOM was compiled using version 7.2.0 of the GNU
Compiler Collection, and linked against version 3.0.0 of the OpenMPI library.
The runs were performed using the PT-Scotch partitioner and using Hilbert space-
filling curve geometric rebalancing as inputs to Zoltan. While runs were attempted
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using the Zoltan interface to ParMETIS, ParMETIS would sometimes return partitions
that would assign zero cells to certain MPI ranks, crashing the simulations. As a
result, no further attempts were made to obtain scalability results from the ParMETIS
partitioner.
These simulations all began with a 32x128x128 initial mesh with 4 levels of re-
finement active for an equivalent mesh resolution of 256x1024x1024. The problem
remained constant while the number of cores was increased from 14 (half a compute
node) to 672 (24 compute nodes) to benchmark the strong scaling of the library under
this test case.
AMR and load balancing were active on every time step, with refinement to the
finest mesh triggered if max (∇ρ,∇p) > 100. Band growth was active, with each
refinement level having a minimum of four cells of thickness. Under these conditions,
the mesh quickly stabilized to 13–14 million cells—a 95% cell count savings—after
the initial time step.
Results for the parallel performance of FARCOM when using the PT-Scotch graph
partitioner are presented in section F.1 of Appendix F. The aggregate timing values
produced in this scalability study are listed on Tables F.1–F.3, and are plotted in
Figs. F.1–F.6. Relative efficiency calculations of the library when using PT-Scotch
are available on Tables G.1 and G.4 in Appendix G.
The aggregate timing results when Hilbert space-filling curves are used are listed
on Tables F.4 and F.5 in Appendix F, and plots of the data from the study are
presented in Figs. F.7–F.12. Relative efficiency calculations of the library when using
Hilbert space-filling curves for graph partitioning are available on Tables G.2 and G.5
in Appendix G.
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7.3.2 Large-Scale Runs
The library was tested on a larger version of the problem in the Stampede2 cluster
at the Texas Advanced Computing Center. The simulations were performed on the
cluster’s Xeon Skylake compute nodes, which have 48 cores and 192 GB of RAM per
node. FARCOM was compiled using the Intel Parallel Studio 2018 XE compiler suite,
and linked against Intel MPI.
The test problem is the same shock problem that was used in the previous
section; however, FARCOM was initialized with a 64x256x256 initial mesh instead.
Again, 4 levels of refinement are active, which gives an equivalent mesh resolution of
512x2048x2048, and the same refinement criteria and refined band widths are used
as in the 14 million cell runs. As before, AMR and load balancing are active every
time step. As seen in Fig. F.15a (repeated in this chapter as Fig. 7.1), the mesh
typically refined a large cluster of cells every 4–5 time steps, and coarsened about
the same number of cells the following time step; this brief hysteresis is reflected in
the CV counts, with the mesh quickly stabilized to 57–59 million cells on the second
time step of the run, and brief pulses to 65 million cells appearing between the bulk
of refinement and coarsening operations. When compared to the 2 billion cells that
a run with the maximally refined mesh would produce, AMR produced a savings of
97% in CV count.
Due to the limited number of compute hours available in the Stampede2 cluster,
and the desire to expend those hours running the strong scaling test case on more cores
than is possible in the Agave cluster, a comparison of the two partitioners available
through Zoltan was not performed. As will be shown in section 7.4.3, PT-Scotch’s
partitions have more desirable edge cut characteristics; thus, it was chosen as the
graph partitioner for the runs on Stampede2.
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Figure 7.1: Mesh cell counts, adjacency graph edge cuts, refinement statistics and
coarsening statistics for each step of the large (60 million CV) shock plate test case
when decomposed across 192 cores.
Timing results for the 60-million cell problem scalability runs are listed on Ta-
bles F.7 and F.8 in Appendix F. These results are also presented graphically in
Figs. F.13–F.18. Relative efficiency calculations are available on Tables G.3 and G.6
in Appendix G.
7.4 Analysis of Results
In general, FARCOM’s scalability metrics are strongly tied to the performance of its
graph partitioner. The influence of the partitioner will be discussed in more detailed
in section 7.4.3, but in general, the 14-million CV runs saturated when each MPI rank
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Figure 7.2: Runtimes of the main portions of the FARCOM library. Load rebalancing
used the PT-Scotch graph partitioner (left) or Hilbert space-filling curves (right)
through the Zoltan library.
possesses about 60,000 cells at their fastest runs. The timing data in Appendix F
for the complete runs (the exec-complete timer) shows that for PT-Scotch, this
occurred at 224 cores (982.14 seconds), while HSFC consumed the least wall time
when it used 448 cores (607.57 seconds). These results are shown in Fig. F.1 (for
PT-Scotch) and Fig. F.7 (for Hilbert SFCs), which are reproduced in this chapter as
Fig. 7.2a and Fig. 7.2b.
Partitions based on Hilbert space-filling curves tend to keep interprocessor bound-
aries in the same places as long as possible. In combination with the limitation on
interprocessor coarsening discussed in section 5.5.2, this causes large numbers of cells
to not be able to be coarsened. As a result, cell counts in HSFC simulations rise con-
tinuously, and end up with 18− 20 million cells, as compared to the 13− 14 million
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cells in the PT-Scotch runs. This is shown in Fig. 7.8a by the divergence of the two
red lines corresponding to average cell-per-core counts.
When FARCOM was used with graph partitioning from PT-Scotch, it showed grad-
ually slowing runtimes when 224–448 cores were used (a 9.78% increase over this
span). As will be shown in section 7.4.1, in this range of core counts, the scalable
performance of the library begins to be limited by the band growth algorithm. The
slowing is compounded by the rising execution time of PT-Scotch, but other portions
of the library are still continuing to scale.
Similar results can be seen with HSFC partitioning. Wall times for the complete
runs remain within the 600–650 second time range throughout the 336–560 core range,
and the 672-core run still completes more quickly than the 336-core run, in spite of
being severely starved of cells. While the band growth algorithm is still not scaling
at these core counts, Zoltan calls take an order of magnitude less to complete, which
ameliorates the negative scaling of the graph partitioner.
Excluding the graph partitioner, the combined execution time of the AMR, load
balancing, mesh regeneration and communication routines is 5–6 times the cost of
the flow solver. Considering that the wave propagation method’s simplicity actually
works against FARCOM in this instance, this result implicates that a fully unstructured
code using a more costly flow solver—such as the diffuse interface five-equation model
in Fritz et al. (2019), or the Runge-Kutta Discontinuous Galerkin method in Remacle
et al. (2003)—would be well served by the FARCOM library.
For the 60-million cell problem, the fastest run took 2755.67 seconds, and used
768 processors across 16 compute nodes. These results are displayed in Fig. F.13,
which is repeated in this chapter as Fig. 7.3. Some general observations of the runs
indicate that the routines that require communication see a substantial reduction in
performance; discussion and potential mitigations for this behavior are discussed in
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Figure 7.3: Runtimes of the main portions of the FARCOM library during the large
(60 million CVs) shock plate test case. Load rebalancing used the Zoltan library’s
interface to the PT-Scotch partitioner. Detailed breakdowns of the AMR, Process-
Graph, MeshRegen, FlowSolver and UtilityComms timer summaries are available in
Figs. F.14–F.18.
section 7.4.4. Overall, parallel efficiency of the library was reduced, with the efficiency
of the exec-complete timer being 33.48% at 768 processors. Performance falls off
rapidly at 1536 cores, which is expected, as only 37,000 cells are located in each core
at those processor counts, and any communication bottlenecks would be exacerbated
in these conditions.
Another trend that merits detailed discussion is the sensitivity of the mesh re-
generation routines (violet lines in Fig. 7.2) to changes in the graph partitioner. The
underlying reason is a need for additional improvements in search algorithms through-
out the library; this issue is elaborated upon in section 7.4.2.
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Figure 7.4: Runtimes of FARCOM’s queued AMR routines. Load rebalancing used
the PT-Scotch graph partitioner (left) or Hilbert space-filling curves (right) through
the Zoltan library.
7.4.1 Scalability of Band Growth Algorithm
As can be seen in Fig. 7.4, the refinement and coarsening operators stop scaling
after 336 processors, which is the inflection point of the parallel scalability for the
entire library. As a result of the high level of instrumentation used in the runs,
it is possible to isolate the causes by inspecting Figs. 7.5a–7.5d, which reveal the
primary culprit to be the band growth algorithm used to propagate refinement target
levels with localized refinement selector functions. The details of this algorithm were
presented in section 4.3.2.
The reason for the bottleneck becomes apparent when the band growth algorithm
is compared to parallelized fast marching methods. FARCOM’s band growth algorithm
is not strictly a fast marching method; but since FARCOM uses a domain decomposition
that is not based on the location of the refinement source band, MPI ranks located far
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Figure 7.5: Runtimes of FARCOM’s refinement (top) and coarsening (bottom) rou-
tines. Load rebalancing used the PT-Scotch graph partitioner (left) or Hilbert space-
filling curves (right) through the Zoltan library.
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away from the source band lie idle during some (or all) of the band growth process.
In the context of fast marching methods, Breuß et al. (2011) proposed solving this
issue by ensuring that the domain decomposition distributes the source band equally
to all processors. The development of a refinement-band based graph partitioner,
or alternatively the implementation of a scalable fast marching method such as the
one proposed by Yang and Stern (2017) provide a focus point for future work in the
library.
Analyzing the refinement operation timing results in Table F.3 and Table F.6,
the band growth computations are responsible for approximately 50% of the com-
putational cost of the entire refinement algorithm, although this number gradually
increases to 70% in the 672-core PT-Scotch run, and to 80% in the 672-core HSFC
run. If the band growth algorithm is made to scale—and no further optimizations
were made—the cost for AMR would be reduced by 20–30% at 672 cores, with in-
creasing savings as core counts rise.
The band growth algorithm becomes an even more pronounced handicap in the
60-million cell run. As the timing results in Tables F.9–F.10 show, at 1536 processors,
77% of the refinement time and 96% of the coarsening time is spent in the band growth
algorithm; combined together, these account for 52.2% of the entire runtime of the
1536-core simulation. These amounts make optimizing the band growth process a
high-priority optimization target for future work in the library.
Another viable alternative for optimizing the band growth algorithm is simply to
call it less often. As mentioned in section 3.6.1, each time step consists of Lmax − 1
refinement passes, and each pass contains a call to the band growth algorithm after the
initial selection of CVs to refine. While this number of refinement passes guarantees
that a CV can be fully refined from the base mesh to the finest mesh within one time
step, this amount of refinement likely unnecessary in most scenarios—CFL constraints
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would prevent the solution from drastically changing, as long as AMR is requested
with sufficient frequency.
It is straightforward to calculate the number of passes each cell needs; it is simply
`−r, where ` is the CV’s target refinement level, and r is its current refinement level.
The number of refinement passes each MPI rank would need is simply the maximum
of `i − ri in the rank’s internal cells. However, to prevent deadlocks, the number of
refinement passes across all MPI ranks needs to be equal. As such, this introduces the
need for a MPI ALLREDUCE collective communication after the cell selection process
has been completed. Alternatively, only one refinement pass could be allowed per
time step, which is sufficient as long as AMR is requested every time step—as was
done in these scalability studies.
The simulations in this chapter were all performed with Lmax = 4, which triggers
three full refinement passes every time step. Consequently, reducing the numbers of
refinement passes to one per time step would cause a 67% drop in the cost of the
fast march operation per time step. As stated previously, the band growth compu-
tations are responsible for 50–80% of the computational cost of the entire refinement
algorithm; this simple optimization can reduce the cost of refinement by 35-50% by
itself.
Similar optimizations can be made for coarsening. As mentioned in section 3.6.1,
the bandgrowth algorithm is operated sequentially for each refinement level in the
simulation, even though the coarsening queue is generated only once. The reason-
ing behind this approach is to guarantee that both the refinement and coarsening
operations propagate the refinement bands in the same manner by calling the same
code. However, the coarsening routines could conceivably call a different bandgrowth
subroutine that would operate on all refinement levels at once, instead of requiring
individual calls for each refinement level. In the 60-million cell run, applying this
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optimization would have reduced the cost of the coarsening AMR step in the 1536
run by 60–65%, even without any additional algorithmic improvements.
7.4.2 Search Algorithm Bottlenecks
As shown by Figs. 7.2–7.3, mesh regeneration is the second most expensive major
block of the library in terms of compute time, only trailing the cumulative runtime of
all AMR operations in terms of runtime. While in general the routines that comprise
the mesh regeneration framework of the library scale well, inspection of Figs. F.5b and
F.11b (repeated here as Fig. 7.6) show that the domain request cvs timer accounts
for a disproportionate amount of the runtime. The subroutine that is instrumented
by this timer implements the generation, communication and processing of domain
decomposition requests described in section 5.4.4. In addition, the subroutine also
searches through the global to local adjacency graph lookup map to generate faces
between CVs.
The algorithm makes use of a linked list structure to store the ig → iˆ{new}l lookup
map used to translate global adjacency graph indices into local CV indices after
mesh regeneration. Before the generation of faces between CVs, the linked list is
sorted with a merge sort, then converted to an array to make it compatible with
binary search algorithms, and the linked list is deallocated to save memory. However,
the generation and processing of domain decomposition requests occurs before this
conversion is made, so the requests are processed by linear search lookups of the
partition arrays inbound cv, inbound icv and inbound icvp.
Linear search was chosen to minimize the amount of memory used by this por-
tion of the code, since the regenerated mesh exists simultaneously with the pre-
decomposition mesh still stored in transmission buffers. As the number of communi-
cation cells (which require the creation of decomposition requests) is relatively small
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Figure 7.6: Runtimes of the mesh regeneration routines of the FARCOM library. Load
rebalancing used the PT-Scotch graph partitioner (left) or Hilbert space-filling curves
(right) through the Zoltan library.
compared to the number of interior cells in the domain, it was thought this was an
appropriate trade-off. The timing data indicate that this assumption is not defensible,
and requires a redesign of the algorithm in the future.
While it is possible to transform the map’s linked list to an array earlier in the
subroutine to make it available when processing domain decomposition requests, this
introduces new complications. Each MPI rank will augment its own lookup map
with the metadata and mesh data requests processed by other MPI ranks, causing
the lookup map to grow at the same time as it is being used. Thus, the linked list
and the array containing the map must both exist at the same time, due to merge
sort being implemented through linked lists and binary search needing arrays.
A potential solution is to look at an entirely different fundamental data structure
that can handle fast search, fast random access and dynamic resizing. A Fortran im-
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plementation of a hash table would accommodate these requirements, as this structure
has an average of O(1) complexity for search, insert, and delete operators (Cormen
et al., 2009).
7.4.3 Comparison Between Graph Partitioners
Neither graph partitioner by itself scales well. As seen in Table F.2, PT-Scotch is
its most efficient at 224 cores, where it spends 608.75 seconds to execute. Likewise,
the timing data in Table F.5 shows that HSFC is faster (its minimum execution time
is 43.42 seconds), but it begins to consume more compute time if more than 56 cores
are used.
The compute time spent by the graph partitioner is completely outside the control
of FARCOM. The call zoltan timer encapsulates the entirety of the time that the
graph partitioner has control of execution. All preparation work done by FARCOM to
prepare for the load partitioner call is accounted in the amr check grid:rebalance
timer (if performed by the AMR queued refinement subroutines) or measured in
domain partition parmetis sendrecv (if performed by the load rebalancer).
The next topic to analyze is the effect of the partitioner choice on the library as a
whole. At a first glance, the nodal relative parallel efficiency values for the runs with
the Hilbert SFC geometric partitioner are noticeably better than those obtained with
PT-Scotch. FARCOM scales super-linearly (Er = 121%) up to 336 processors, with
initial mesh generation seeing the largest improvements (Er = 448%) and saturates
at 448 cores. Meanwhile, PT-Scotch scales sub-linearly, and saturates at 224 cores.
However, when the actual run times are compared directly against each other (as is
done in Fig. 7.7), a different story emerges.
While the call to the Zoltan library is much faster when Hilbert SFCs are used,
runs at low core counts (28–112 cores) that use SFC partitioning are considerably
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Figure 7.7: Side-by-side comparison of FARCOM runs using the Hilbert space-filling
curve and PT-Scotch interface partitioners in the Zoltan library. Dashed lines corre-
spond to the Hilbert SFC timing data, while solid lines correspond to runs that used
PT-Scotch.
slower (up to 4.41X slower when using 14 cores). It is not until 224 cores that the
runs of HSFCs begin to be faster than PT-Scotch.
The explanation behind this paradoxical result lies in the quality of the partition
themselves. Fig. 7.8 shows the amount of elements in the mesh when running FARCOM
on a single node (28 cores) as well as around the inflection point where all runs
saturate (336 cores). On both scenarios, the partitions produced by HSFC had 2.5–5
times as many domain decomposition ghost cells than those produced by PT-Scotch.
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Figure 7.8: Side-by-side comparison of FARCOM runs using the Hilbert space-filling
curve and PT-Scotch interface partitioners in the Zoltan library. Dashed lines cor-
respond to the Hilbert SFC cell count and edge cut data, while solid lines correspond
to runs that used PT-Scotch.
The impact from the additional communication cost in HSFC partitions can be
seen in the rest of the aggregate timers in Fig. 7.7. Up to 448 cores, all timers (with
the exception of call zoltan) in the HSFC runs were slower than their PT-Scotch
counterparts.
Of most concern is the FlowSolver timer. It is worth reiterating at this time that
the wave propagation scheme being used is not a complex flow solver, and that most
flow solvers of research interest (such as the scheme in Fritz et al. (2019)) are at least
an order of magnitude more expensive. Although both solvers maintain good parallel
efficiencies (74.15% for PT-Scotch versus 82.67% for HSFC at 672 cores), the solver
under the HSFC partitioner is 55–120% slower in terms of measured runtime than
when the grid is distributed using the partitions generated by PT-Scotch.
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Figure 7.9: Runtimes of adjacency graph partitioning, distribution and subsequent
mesh regeneration for the large (60 million CV) shock plate test case.
7.4.4 Interprocessor Communication Improvements
While direct comparisons between the 32x128x128 simulations in the Agave HPC
cluster and the 64x256x256 runs in the Stampede2 supercomputer cannot be made
due to the differences in problem size, Fig. 7.9 shows a side by side comparison of the
PT-Scotch study in Agave and the study in Stampede2 (which also uses PT-Scotch).
This side-by-side comparison reveals that while the communications costs decreased
gradually or remained constant in terms of runtime in the 32x128x128 scenario, they
continuously slowed down with increasing core counts in the 64x256x256 test case.
The communication routines most affected by this increase are prefill edges(),
update comm ghosts(), sync comms check() and refresh processors(). These
subroutines all have one main characteristic in common: they primarily update exist-
ing buffers by pushing them to other processors and do not have much computation
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to perform. As a result, the subroutines in this group that implement non-blocking
communications do not gain any performance benefits from using them, as they end
up waiting at the MPI WAITALL barrier after sending all their data. These routines
could be improved by furthing increasing the amount of computation between the
posting of non-blocking receives and the corresponding sends, namely by splitting the
routines into a receiver routine (which is called early) and a sending routine (which
is called when data is actually processed and needed by other processors).
Furthermore, inspection of the code of communication routines shows that while
many of them only initiate point-to-point MPI communications with MPI ranks that
have entries in their communication caches, some routines do not have this optimiza-
tion applied to them. Future work would include ensuring this optimization is made
more uniformly throughout the library.
If these optimizations managed to cause the communication routines to run in
constant time, the runtime of the ”UtilityComms” timer in the 1536-core run in
Stampede2 would be reduced from 530 seconds to 93 seconds—an 85% improvement.
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Chapter 8
CONCLUDING REMARKS
8.1 Summary
FARCOM uses a fully unstructured framework with Cartesian meshes to quickly
generate meshes only in the areas of a computational domain with a feature of interest.
As an unstructured code, the library uses a compressed sparse row format to store
the connectivity of all the control volumes in the computational domain through faces
(section 3.2). Refinement (section 3.3) and coarsening (section 3.4) operations on
individual cells are implemented by creating new control volumes and updating the
neighbor connectivity in faces to unlink the old control volumes and link the new
ones. For whole mesh operations, a queued strategy that refines, coarsens—and if
needed—cleans and load rebalances the mesh is implemented (section 3.6).
The library is written to let the user determine what the feature of interest is
by the use of custom refinement selectors (chapter 4), and can handle smooth fields
(such as level sets) or localized markers such as those based on gradients. These
refinement selector functions also make it possible for the library to provide dynamic
mesh refinement capabilities, by refining and coarsening the mesh in response to
changes in the solution field of the problem being solved.
The library was parallelized with the use of external partitioning libraries, with
Zoltan providing interfaces to both a graph partitioner (PT-Scotch) and a parti-
tioner based on Hilbert space-filling curves (section 5.2). The partitioned adjacency
graph, mesh data, and solution variable data is then packed and distributed across
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all MPI ranks in the simulation, which then regenerate the mesh, generate domain
decomposition ghost cells, and create communication caches (section 5.4).
The library was used to implement several methods, from the generation of com-
plex meshes over terrain (section 6.1) and simple scalar advection models (section 6.2)
all the way to compressible solvers capable of multi-phase flow simulations (sec-
tion 6.4). Scalability runs for the library were performed using one of the simpler
implemented methods—the Leveque wave propagation scheme for solving the Euler
equations (section 6.3).
The results of simulations on up to 1536 cores indicate that the parallel perfor-
mance is highly dependent on the graph partitioner being used. FARCOM is found to
have better performance if each MPI rank has more than 60,000 cells. While the
HSFC coordinate-based partitioner is faster to execute, it produces 2.5–5 times more
domain decomposition ghost cells and slows down the flow solver 55%–120% when
compared to the graph partitions produced by PT-Scotch (section 7.4). The over-
head from the AMR, load balancing, mesh regeneration and communication routines
of the library are 5–6 times the cost of the flow solver’s execution time, but this fig-
ure is exacerbated by the simplicity of the wave propagation scheme being used. If
benchmarked with a more complex numerical scheme, the library would fare far more
favorably.
8.2 Future Work
Aside from the existing restriction on coarsening adjacent and through interpro-
cessor boundaries (section 5.5.2), the scalability results indicate the need for several
improvements to the library. Namely, the band growth algorithm is the area with
greatest need for improvement, since 50–75% of the AMR execution time is spent
there. An adoption of a graph partitioner that bases its decomposition on the po-
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sition of the refinement band is needed to effectively scale the current algorithm, or
alternatively, the core of the algorithm needs to be replaced with a scalable fast-
marching method (section 7.4.1). Additional optimizations to reduce the number of
calls to the bandgrowth algorithm can be done, which would reduce the cost of the
AMR refinement and coarsening calls by up to 65%. Furthermore, implementation of
efficient search algorithms based on hash tables is needed to speed up domain decom-
position gathering and processing (section 7.4.2). Finally, verification, optimization
and division of MPI point-to-point communication routines to reduce the number
of communications would provide additional improvements to the performance of the
library, and would ameliorate stresses on the communication fabrics of the underlying
HPC compute clusters.
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Once the local mesh neighborhood of a child control volume has been identified
and sorted into ordered lists, it is possible to use the ordered lists to quickly populate
a parent cell’s local mesh neighborhood. Child→parent CV links for nodes are shown.
Also, since child cells must share nodes with other sibling cells, cross-references
between the nodes belonging to different child control volumes are given to make grid
consistency checks between the sibling CVs possible. These checks are disabled by
default, but can be enabled by the user if desired.
Table A.1: Map of Nodes in Child CV #1 to Parent CV Nodes
CV #1 Node Parent Node Node cross-references in sibling CVs
1 24 1-1 2-4 5-5 6-8
2 27 4-1 1-2 2-3 3-4 8-5 5-6 6-7 7-8
3 26 1-3 4-4 5-7 8-8
4 20 1-4 5-8
5 16 1-5 2-8
6 22 4-5 1-6 2-7 3-8
7 15 1-7 4-8
8 8 1-8
Table A.2: Map of Nodes in Child CV #2 to Parent CV Nodes
CV #2 Node Parent Node Node cross-references in sibling CVs
1 19 2-1 6-5
2 25 3-1 2-2 7-5 6-6
3 27 4-1 1-2 2-3 3-4 8-5 5-6 6-7 7-8
4 24 1-1 2-4 5-5 6-8
5 5 2-5
6 13 3-5 2-6
7 22 4-5 1-6 2-7 3-8
8 16 1-5 2-8
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Table A.3: Map of Nodes in Child CV #3 to Parent CV Nodes
CV #3 Node Parent Node Node cross-references in sibling CVs
1 25 3-1 2-2 7-5 6-6
2 17 3-2 7-6
3 23 4-2 3-3 8-6 7-7
4 27 4-1 1-2 2-3 3-4 8-5 5-6 6-7 7-8
5 13 3-5 2-6
6 6 3-6
7 14 4-6 3-7
8 22 4-5 1-6 2-7 3-8
Table A.4: Map of Nodes in Child CV #4 to Parent CV Nodes
CV #4 Node Parent Node Node cross-references in sibling CVs
1 27 4-1 1-2 2-3 3-4 8-5 5-6 6-7 7-8
2 23 4-2 3-3 8-6 7-7
3 18 4-3 8-7
4 26 1-3 4-4 5-7 8-8
5 22 4-5 1-6 2-7 3-8
6 14 4-6 3-7
7 7 4-7
8 15 1-7 4-8
Table A.5: Map of Nodes in Child CV #5 to Parent CV Nodes
CV #5 Node Parent Node Node cross-references in sibling CVs
1 12 5-1 6-4
2 21 8-1 5-2 6-3 7-4
3 11 5-3 8-4
4 4 5-4
5 24 1-1 2-4 5-5 6-8
6 27 4-1 1-2 2-3 3-4 8-5 5-6 6-7 7-8
7 26 1-3 4-4 5-7 8-8
8 20 1-4 5-8
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Table A.6: Map of Nodes in Child CV #6 to Parent CV Nodes
CV #6 Node Parent Node Node cross-references in sibling CVs
1 1 6-1
2 9 7-1 6-2
3 21 8-1 5-2 6-3 7-4
4 12 5-1 6-4
5 19 2-1 6-5
6 25 3-1 2-2 7-5 6-6
7 27 4-1 1-2 2-3 3-4 8-5 5-6 6-7 7-8
8 24 1-1 2-4 5-5 6-8
Table A.7: Map of Nodes in Child CV #7 to Parent CV Nodes
CV #7 Node Parent Node Node cross-references in sibling CVs
1 9 7-1 6-2
2 2 7-2
3 10 8-2 7-3
4 21 8-1 5-2 6-3 7-4
5 25 3-1 2-2 7-5 6-6
6 17 3-2 7-6
7 23 4-2 3-3 8-6 7-7
8 27 4-1 1-2 2-3 3-4 8-5 5-6 6-7 7-8
Table A.8: Map of Nodes in Child CV #8 to Parent CV Nodes
CV #8 Node Parent Node Node cross-references in sibling CVs
1 21 8-1 5-2 6-3 7-4
2 10 8-2 7-3
3 3 8-3
4 11 5-3 8-4
5 27 4-1 1-2 2-3 3-4 8-5 5-6 6-7 7-8
6 23 4-2 3-3 8-6 7-7
7 18 4-3 8-7
8 26 1-3 4-4 5-7 8-8
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Once the local mesh neighborhood of a child control volume has been identified
and sorted into ordered lists, it is possible to use the ordered lists to quickly populate
a parent cell’s local mesh neighborhood. Child→parent CV links for faces are shown.
Also, since child cells must share faces with other sibling cells, cross-references
between the faces belonging to different child control volumes are given to make grid
consistency checks between the sibling CVs possible. These checks are disabled by
default, but can be enabled by the user if desired.
Table B.1: Map of Faces in Child CV #1 to Parent CV Faces
CV #1 Face Parent Face Cross-references
1 31 5-2 1-1
2 11 1-2
3 39 1-3 2-4
4 19 1-4
5 35 1-5 4-6
6 27 1-6
Table B.2: Map of Faces in Child CV #2 to Parent CV Faces
CV #2 Face Parent Face Cross-references
1 34 6-2 2-1
2 14 2-2
3 15 2-3
4 39 1-3 2-4
5 36 2-5 3-6
6 28 2-6
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Table B.3: Map of Faces in Child CV #3 to Parent CV Faces
CV #3 Face Parent Face Cross-references
1 33 7-2 3-1
2 13 3-2
3 18 3-3
4 42 4-3 3-4
5 24 3-5
6 36 2-5 3-6
Table B.4: Map of Faces in Child CV #4 to Parent CV Faces
CV #4 Face Parent Face Cross-references
1 32 8-2 4-1
2 12 4-2
3 42 4-3 3-4
4 22 4-4
5 23 4-5
6 35 1-5 4-6
Table B.5: Map of Faces in Child CV #5 to Parent CV Faces
CV #5 Face Parent Face Cross-references
1 7 5-1
2 31 5-2 1-1
3 40 5-3 6-4
4 20 5-4
5 38 5-5 8-6
6 30 5-6
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Table B.6: Map of Faces in Child CV #6 to Parent CV Faces
CV #6 Face Parent Face Cross-references
1 10 6-1
2 34 6-2 2-1
3 16 6-3
4 40 5-3 6-4
5 37 6-5 7-6
6 29 6-6
Table B.7: Map of Faces in Child CV #7 to Parent CV Faces
CV #7 Face Parent Face Cross-references
1 9 7-1
2 33 7-2 3-1
3 17 7-3
4 41 8-3 7-4
5 25 7-5
6 37 6-5 7-6
Table B.8: Map of Faces in Child CV #8 to Parent CV Faces
CV #8 Face Parent Face Cross-references
1 8 8-1
2 32 8-2 4-1
3 41 8-3 7-4
4 21 8-4
5 26 8-5
6 38 5-5 8-6
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The face→node link map allows FARCOM to quickly determine which nodes are
present in a face belonging to a parent cell. Since faces store unneeded nodes as
zero-valued integers, it is possible to quickly identify which nodes are present in a
parent control volume.
Table C.1: Face→node link map (node #i abbreviated as ni for brevity)
Face # n01 n02 n03 n04 n05 n06 n07 n08
1 1 2 3 4 9 10 11 12
2 5 6 7 8 13 14 15 16
3 6 2 1 5 17 9 19 13
4 7 3 4 8 18 11 20 15
5 3 2 6 7 10 17 14 18
6 4 1 5 8 12 19 16 20
7 12 21 11 4 0 0 0 0
8 21 10 3 11 0 0 0 0
9 9 2 10 21 0 0 0 0
10 1 9 21 12 0 0 0 0
11 16 22 15 8 0 0 0 0
12 22 14 7 15 0 0 0 0
13 13 6 14 22 0 0 0 0
14 5 13 22 16 0 0 0 0
15 13 25 19 5 0 0 0 0
16 25 9 1 19 0 0 0 0
17 17 2 9 25 0 0 0 0
18 6 17 25 13 0 0 0 0
19 15 26 20 8 0 0 0 0
20 26 11 4 20 0 0 0 0
21 18 3 11 26 0 0 0 0
22 7 18 26 15 0 0 0 0
23 18 23 14 7 0 0 0 0
24 23 17 6 14 0 0 0 0
25 10 2 17 23 0 0 0 0
26 3 10 23 18 0 0 0 0
27 20 24 16 8 0 0 0 0
28 24 19 5 16 0 0 0 0
29 12 1 19 24 0 0 0 0
30 4 12 24 20 0 0 0 0
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The node→face link maps allow FARCOM to quickly determine the connections
needed to connect nodes with any faces created during coarsening. In this table, the
connections to faces that are located outside the confines of the control volumes are
listed as zero, so they can be ignored during face relinking.
Table D.1: Node→face link map (face #n abbreviated as fn for brevity)
Node # f01 f02 f03 f04 f05 f06 f07 f08 f09 f10 f11 f12
1 10 0 0 0 0 16 0 0 0 0 29 0
2 0 0 0 9 0 0 17 0 0 0 25 0
3 0 0 8 0 0 0 21 0 0 26 0 0
4 0 7 0 0 0 20 0 0 0 30 0 0
5 14 0 0 0 15 0 0 0 0 0 0 28
6 0 0 0 13 0 0 0 18 0 0 0 24
7 0 0 12 0 0 0 0 22 23 0 0 0
8 0 11 0 0 19 0 0 0 27 0 0 0
9 9 0 0 10 0 17 16 0 0 0 0 0
10 0 0 9 8 0 0 0 0 0 25 26 0
11 0 8 7 0 0 21 20 0 0 0 0 0
12 7 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 29 30 0
13 13 0 0 14 18 0 0 15 0 0 0 0
14 0 0 13 12 0 0 0 0 24 0 0 23
15 0 12 11 0 22 0 0 19 0 0 0 0
16 11 14 0 0 0 0 0 0 28 0 0 27
17 0 0 0 0 0 0 18 17 0 0 24 25
18 0 0 0 0 0 0 22 21 26 23 0 0
19 0 0 0 0 16 15 0 0 0 0 28 29
20 0 0 0 0 20 19 0 0 30 27 0 0
21 8 9 10 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
22 12 13 14 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
23 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 25 24 23 26
24 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 29 28 27 30
25 0 0 0 0 17 18 15 16 0 0 0 0
26 0 0 0 0 21 22 19 20 0 0 0 0
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The timing infrastructure for FARCOM contains three levels. General timers are
enabled when --instrumented 1 is passed to the library at runtime. These timers are
listed on Table E.1. The --instrumented 2 switch enables more detailed timing of
the AMR process; the sub-step timers on Table E.2 are run with this instrumentation
level.
The --instrumented 3 timing level provides timing data for all subroutines and
sections of subroutines in the AMR and domain decomposition portions of the library.
All 48 timers in this appendix are enabled at this instrumentation level.
Table E.1: Main timing categories in FARCOM
Timer § Purpose
amr check grid 3.6 Main driver routine for full-mesh AMR operations
domain partition
parmetis sendrecv
5.4 Main routine for adjacency graph partitioning,
load rebalancing, and mesh regeneration
call zoltan 5.2 Calls the graph partitioner through the Zoltan
API
dump soln N/A Writes the solution variables to file in Ensight
Gold format
solver setup N/A Enforces boundary conditions and calculates sta-
ble timestep based on CFL constraints
flow solver 6.3 Main compressible flow solver
exec-complete N/A Written to file at the end of execution
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Table E.2: Mesh adaptivity sub-timers of amr check grid
Timer § Purpose
:refine 3.6.1 Full-mesh refinement AMR pass, including cell
selection, band growth, queue generation, and
queued refinement
:coarse 3.6.2 Full-mesh coarsening AMR pass, including cell
selection, band growth, queue generation, queue
triage, and queued coarsening
:clean 3.6.3 Mesh cleanup routines
:rebalance 5.4 Performs preparation tasks before and after load
balancing
:init ghost N/A Initialization of numerical ghost cells for boundary
conditions
Table E.3: Refinement sub-timers of amr check grid:refine
Timer § Purpose
:select 4.3.1 Tagging of cells to refine using gradient-based se-
lection criteria
:fastmarch 4.3.2 Expansion of the refinement level bands during
refinement passes
:gen queue 3.6.2 Refinement queue generation based on the popu-
lated CV target refinement levels
:prefill edge 5.5.1 Generates and pre-fills the edge data structures
before sorting cells prior to refinement adjacent
to interprocessor boundaries
:drive 3.3 Refining all cells in the refinement queue
:sync 3.6.3 Synchronizes cell split messages between proces-
sors
sync comms check 3.6.3 Collects refinement split messages, communicates
them to other processors, refines domain decom-
position ghost cells, and updates communication
caches based on received data
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Table E.4: Coarsening sub-timers of amr check grid:coarse
Timer § Purpose
:select 4.3.1 Tagging of cells to coarsen using gradient-based
selection criteria
:fastmarch 4.3.2 Expansion of the refinement level bands during
coarsening passes
:gen queues 3.6.2 Coarsening queue generation based on the popu-
lated CV target refinement levels
:triage 3.6.2 Removal of non-driver cells and non-coarsenable
cells from refinement queue
:sort 3.6.2 Sorting of coarsening queue to minimize graded
mesh blocking
:max pass 3.6.2 Calculates how many coarsening passes are
needed to coarsen all driver cells that request it
:drive 3.4 Coarsening all driver cells in the coarsening queue
Table E.5: Pre- and post-load balance sub-timers of amr check grid:clean and
amr check grid:rebalance
Timer § Purpose
:clean:sync 3.6.3 Synchronizes cell renumbering messages between
processors
:reb:calc balance 5.4 Calculates the load imbalance in the mesh and
determines whether to load balance or not
:reb:prefill edge 5.5.1 Generates and pre-fills the edge data structures
before sorting cells prior to load balancing
:reb:sort N/A Sorts the mesh to prevent partitioner errors
:reb:sync 3.6.3 Synchronizes cell renumbering messages between
processors
:reb:regen 5.4 Calls the load balancing and mesh regenerator
routine
:reb:ghost 5.4 Updates the solution variables in domain decom-
position ghost cells after load balance
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Table E.6: Load rebalance and mesh regeneration subtimers of domain partition
parmetis sendrecv
Timer § Purpose
:post pmetis 5.4.1 Initial handshake after graph partitioner provides
new partition map
:buf setup 5.4.1 Generates outbound adjacency graph partition ar-
rays
:buf alltoall 5.4.1 Collective communication of adjacency graph par-
tition arrays
:process bufs 5.4.1 Processing of received adjacency graph partition
arrays
:find scattered cvs 5.4.2 Collective communications to find final location
of domain decomposition ghost cells after graph
partitioning
:scatter cv vars 5.4.3 Generates and sends buffers containg mesh and
solution metadata to the destination processors
for each cell
:reset mesh 5.4.3 Deallocates the main CSR data structures, and
begins populating the CV array from the received
adjacency, mesh and solution data arrays
domain request cvs 5.4.4 Generates and processes queries for domain de-
composition ghost cell mesh data, and generates
face data from the received adjacency graph
init comm zones 5.4.4 Generates communication caches based on the re-
ceived adjacency graph
domain complete
partial grid
5.4.4 Verifies that all cells have at least one face per
side, and generates missing faces
domain complete
grid nodes
5.4.4 Regenerates the corner vertices of all cells in the
domain after mesh load balancing
Table E.7: Utility and communication timers
update comm ghosts 5.3 Updates solution variable data based on commu-
nication zone caches
refresh processors 5.3 Updates local copies of interprocessor statistics
refresh adjacency
graphs
N/A Pre-generates adjacency graph CSR vectors for
the graph partitioner
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APPENDIX F
AGGREGATE TIMING DATA
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When run in parallel mode with instrumentation enabled, each MPI rank in paral-
lel runs of FARCOM produces raw timing data that contains the cumulative time spent
exclusively running the code that between the start timer() and end timer() in-
strumentation API calls. Typically, these correspond to individual subroutines in the
code, or portions of large subroutines that perform discrete tasks. FARCOM will report
the values of all timers registered in the library at every time step.
The initial post-processing step involves every MPI rank summing the per-step
timing data for each timer of the simulation. Two databases are produced: one for
the initial time step, and a second one for the rest of the simulation .
The timing data for each timer is averaged across all post-processed to generate
a single average value for this run. The data in the initial time step database is used
to generate the ”InitMesh” aggregate timer; the data for the rest of the simulation is
also aggregated to create the ”DynamicRun” aggregate, but further post-processing
is performed to create multi-processor averages for each timer and sub-timer in the
simulation.
The final step of the post-processing aggregates the multi-processor averaged tim-
ing data for every sub-timer according to the categories listed in Appendix E. These
are used to generate the ”AMR-Refine”, ”AMR-Coarse”, ”AMR-Clean”, ”AMR-
Rebalance”, ”ProcessGraph”, ”MeshRegen”, ”FlowSolver” and ”UtilityComms” ag-
gregate statistics. The AMR categories are further combined into an overarching
”AMR” aggregate.
The tables in this Appendix report the measured runtimes of the post-processed
aggregate timers only. Two tables are provided for each parallel scalability study: The
first includes InitMesh and DynamicRun, as well as the raw execution time reported
by the library (exec-complete). All runtimes in both tables are expressed in seconds.
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The second table for each parallel scalability study reports the timing results from
the aggregates that comprise the DynamicRun aggregate. Due to its nature as an
external dependency, as well as the impact it has on the scalability results, the multi-
processor timing results for the call zoltan timer is treated as a separate component
of DynamicRun, and reported separately.
F.1 PT-Scotch Aggregate Timing Results
Table F.1: Aggregate timing summary of FARCOM using the PT-Scotch library
Cores DynamicRun [s] InitMesh [s] exec-complete [s]
14 5055.560 181.322 5236.882
28 2874.337 96.587 2970.924
56 1787.056 52.433 1839.489
112 1188.949 33.509 1222.458
224 955.959 26.184 982.143
336 978.037 26.783 1004.820
448 1050.191 28.033 1078.224
560 1176.062 30.889 1206.951
672 1222.482 33.036 1255.517
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Figure F.1: Runtimes of the main portions of the FARCOM library. Load rebalancing
used the PT-Scotch graph partitioner through the Zoltan library. Detailed break-
downs of the AMR, ProcessGraph, MeshRegen, FlowSolver and UtilityComms timer
summaries are available in Figs. F.2–F.6.
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Figure F.2: Runtimes of FARCOM’s queued AMR procedure using the PT-Scotch
graph partitioner. Timings for refinement, coarsening, load balancing preparations,
and mesh cleanup are summarized; breakdowns of each are shown in Fig. F.4.
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(b) Mesh Statistics, 336 cores
Figure F.3: Mesh cell counts, adjacency graph edge cuts, refinement statistics, and
coarsening statistics for each step of the shock plate runs using 28 and 336 cores with
the PT-Scotch graph partitioner.
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(a) Refinement
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(c) Load Balancing Preparations
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(d) Mesh Cleanup
Figure F.4: Runtimes of each portion of FARCOM’s queued mesh refinement procedure
using the PT-Scotch graph partitioner.
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(a) Graph Partitioning
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(b) Mesh Regeneration
Figure F.5: Runtimes of adjacency graph partitioning, distribution and subsequent
mesh regeneration using the PT-Scotch graph partitioner.
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(b) Communications
Figure F.6: Runtimes of adjacency graph partitioning, distribution and subsequent
mesh regeneration using the PT-Scotch graph partitioner.
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F.2 Hilbert SFC Aggregate Timing Results
Table F.4: Aggregate timing summary for FARCOM using Hilbert SFC partitioning
Cores DynamicRun [s] InitMesh [s] exec-complete [s]
14 21561.726 1558.941 23120.667
28 8925.814 520.024 9445.838
56 3500.886 161.868 3662.754
112 1457.707 44.061 1501.769
224 836.567 14.520 851.086
336 639.178 11.022 650.200
448 597.750 9.826 607.576
560 600.893 9.305 610.198
672 813.909 11.780 825.689
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Figure F.7: Runtimes of the main portions of the FARCOM library. Load rebalancing
used Hilbert space-filling curve coordinate functions available through the Zoltan
library. Detailed breakdowns of the AMR, ProcessGraph, MeshRegen, FlowSolver
and UtilityComms timer summaries are available in Figs. F.8–F.12.
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Figure F.8: Runtimes of FARCOM’s queued AMR procedure using Hilbert space-filling
curve partitioning. Timings for refinement, coarsening, load balancing preparations,
and mesh cleanup are summarized; breakdowns of each are shown in Fig. F.10.
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(a) Mesh Statistics, 28 cores
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(b) Mesh Statistics, 336 cores
Figure F.9: Mesh cell counts, adjacency graph edge cuts, refinement statistics and
coarsening statistics for each step of the shock plate runs using 28 and 336 cores with
Hilbert space-filling curve partitioning.
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(a) Refinement
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(c) Load Balancing Preparations
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(d) Mesh Cleanup
Figure F.10: Runtimes of each portion of FARCOM’s queued mesh refinement proce-
dure using Hilbert space-filling curve partitioning.
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(a) Graph Partitioning
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(b) Mesh Regeneration
Figure F.11: Runtimes of adjacency graph partitioning, distribution and subsequent
mesh regeneration using Hilbert space-filling curve partitioning.
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(a) Flow Solver
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(b) Communications
Figure F.12: Runtimes of adjacency graph partitioning, distribution and subsequent
mesh regeneration using Hilbert space-filling curve partitioning.
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F.3 Stampede2 60-Million Cell Aggregate Timing Results
Table F.7: Aggregate timing summary of FARCOM for the 60-million CV shock prob-
lem
Cores DynamicRun [s] InitMesh [s] exec-complete [s]
192 3560.919 129.776 3690.695
384 2589.635 238.170 2827.805
768 2529.808 225.863 2755.671
1536 9165.846 157.534 9323.380
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Figure F.13: Runtimes of the main portions of the FARCOM library during the large
(60 million CVs) shock plate test case. Load rebalancing used the Zoltan library’s
interface to the PT-Scotch partitioner. Detailed breakdowns of the AMR, Process-
Graph, MeshRegen, FlowSolver and UtilityComms timer summaries are available in
Figs. F.14–F.18.
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Figure F.14: Runtimes of FARCOM’s queued AMR procedure for the large (60 mil-
lion CV) shock plate test case. Timings for refinement, coarsening, load balancing
preparations, and mesh cleanup are summarized; breakdowns of each are shown in
Fig. F.16.
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(a) Mesh Statistics, 192 cores
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(b) Mesh Statistics, 1536 cores
Figure F.15: Mesh cell counts, adjacency graph edge cuts, refinement statistics and
coarsening statistics for each step of the large (60 million CV) shock plate test case.
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(a) Refinement
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(c) Load Balancing Preparations
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(d) Mesh Cleanup
Figure F.16: Runtimes of each portion of FARCOM’s queued mesh refinement proce-
dure for the large (60 million CV) shock plate test case.
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(a) Graph Partitioning
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(b) Mesh Regeneration
Figure F.17: Runtimes of adjacency graph partitioning, distribution and subsequent
mesh regeneration for the large (60 million CV) shock plate test case.
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Figure F.18: Runtimes of adjacency graph partitioning, distribution and subsequent
mesh regeneration for the large (60 million CV) shock plate test case.
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APPENDIX G
PARALLEL EFFICIENCY DATA
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The relative parallel efficiency was calculated from the aggregate timing data in
chapter F using Eq. G.1:
Ep =
T1
pTp
(G.1)
In the equation, T1 is taken to be the time for the simulation to complete in one
node (28 cores in Agave, 48 cores in Stampede2), and p is the number of nodes in the
computation.
Table G.1: Parallel efficiency of FARCOM using the PT-Scotch library
Cores DynamicRun InitMesh exec-complete
14 113.71% 106.54% 113.46%
28 100.00% 100.00% 100.00%
56 80.42% 92.11% 80.75%
112 60.44% 72.06% 60.76%
224 37.58% 46.11% 37.81%
336 24.49% 30.05% 24.64%
448 17.11% 21.53% 17.22%
560 12.22% 15.63% 12.31%
672 9.80% 12.18% 9.86%
Table G.2: Parallel efficiency of FARCOM using Hilbert space-filling curve partitioning
Cores DynamicRun InitMesh exec-complete
14 82.79% 66.71% 81.71%
28 100.00% 100.00% 100.00%
56 127.48% 160.63% 128.94%
112 153.08% 295.06% 157.25%
224 133.37% 447.68% 138.73%
336 116.37% 393.17% 121.06%
448 93.33% 330.78% 97.17%
560 74.27% 279.45% 77.40%
672 45.69% 183.94% 47.67%
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Table G.3: Parallel efficiency of FARCOM for the 60-million CV shock problem
Cores DynamicRun InitMesh exec-complete
192 100.00% 100.00% 100.00%
384 68.75% 27.24% 65.26%
768 35.19% 14.36% 33.48%
1536 4.86% 10.30% 4.95%
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